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CHAPTER I 
IN'l'mDUCTIQN 
SJtateme:rrt o:f the Problem 
The problem o:f the study was to determine the job activities 
per:for.med most :frequently by the secretaries employed in the electronics 
industry in Massachusetts and to determine the importance o:f a basic 
knowledge o:f terminology concerned with electronicso 
Analysis o:f the Problem 
The problems involved in this study weret. 
1. To ascertain the job activities which were most :frequently 
per:formed., 
2.. To deter.mine on the basis o:f replies o:f the secretaries 
employed in the industry the degree o:f importance o:f a basic knowledge 
o:f terminology in per:forming their present duties • 
3. To deter.nrine the sources through which the secretaries obtained 
their positionso 
4o To :find out the number o:f years each o:f the secretaries has been 
employed by their present employer .. 
5 • To determine the educational background o:f the secretaries 
employed in the industry~ 
6. To :find out the courses related to electronics completed by 
the secretaries. 
r Boston UniversitY 
School o:f Education 
LibrarY 
JUstification of the Problem 
As the electronics industr,y is one of the largest and fastest 
growing indus$ries in Massachusetts, business educators are aware of 
its attractiveness as a place of employmento Several thousar:rl secre-
tarial workers are employed in this industr,y. The study will._enable 
school departments to be cognizant of the special secretarial training 
needs of the industry. The findings of the study may also be useful 
in evaluating and possibly revising present curricula. 
Delimitation of the Study 
The study was limited to secretaries employed in the electronics 
companies in Massachusetts. Companies of various sizes were selected 
to prov:ide a representative sampling,.. The questiom¥rl.res;were distrib-. 
uted to the secretaries by the: personnel managers. 
Organization of the Study 
Chapter I contains a statement of the problem together with its 
analysis, justification, and delimitation... Chapter II consists of a 
review of related studieso ~description of the procedure followed 
in comp~ting the study is given in Chapter III... Analyses o.f the 
findings acquired from the data sheets and the job activities check 
.,... 
lists are presented in Chapter IV. The summaries ani weconnneridat-:idml:t.·'. 
~ ., 
:e 
CHAPI'Ell II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITEW!.TUHE 
The problem o:r the study was to determine the job activities 
per:ronned most :rrequently by secretaries employed in the electronics 
companies in Massachusetts a.nd also to determine the importance o:r 
a ~asic lmowledge o:r electronic tenninology in per.for.ming these duties. 
!s several thousand of:rice workers are employed in this rapidly expanding 
industry in Massachusetts, the results o:r the study should aid business 
educators to become aware of. specific job activities. 
There have been many frequency studies made on the specliic duties 
o:r o:rfice workers, but no study has been made o:r the ele ct:ronics 
industry.. Industrial changes bring about changes in the duties pet'lformed 
by the employees within an industry o- Ha:Lile.s1 made the f.o.lluwing state.-
ment regarding recent changes in indus~ryt 
The business educator shguld be aware of twP major 
'Ohanges in- .the industrial, proGesses. The. rise . of. the 
so-called •technician' in industry is in some cases 
creating jobs in which both the industrial skills and 
t'l:iel office or distributive skills are being intenroven. 
• • .. Another implication for the business educator 
emergese This type of industrial process seems to 
increase the need for data; it requires changed office 
procedu~es ••• • Does it not seem likely that these 
ef:reots of industrial change will in themselves change 
the character of many office and distributive occupations. 
l 
Haines, Peter., Go, tiThe Occupat:iQnal.APaly~"S in· Business Educl3.t'i:on, '1 
Guide to Research in Business Edu,catiop, Bulletin 66, The National 
ASsociation for Business Teacher Education, United Business Education 
Association, Washington, Do co; P• ·42o 
:Phl-aphr~ing Etier,1 business educators must always be aware o:f the 
needs of industry in the local community if the graduates of our schools 
are to find satisfaction in their work and .oon'ti:r.tbute to society. 
Five studies which include job activities of different localities in 
Massachusetts are reviewed in this chapter<> Hemmerly2:: made a follow-up 
study and a job activity analysis of the 1949 - 1952 graduates of 
Boston University College o:f Practical Arts and Letters. The study 
revealed that the ten most frequently performed activities were taken :· 
from the stenographic, typing, filing, and general office areas. These 
activities were as followst taking dictation in shorthand and transcribing, 
answering the telephone, composing letters at the typewriter, addressing 
envelopes, meeting callers, typing reports, alphabetic filing, opening 
and distributing mail, typing letters from longhand, and copying from 
rough drafts. 
The second ten most frequently performed activities were as followst 
filling in printed :forms, typing intero:D.:t;.::i'ae connnunications, :folding 
letters and inserting them into envelopes, reporting on repairs, upkeep 
of office equipment, and supplies, making appointments, typing cards for 
filing, taking dictation at the typewriter, cutting stencils, typing 
telegrams and ordering supplies • 
~ier, Faborn, ftThe Stenographic Curriculum :Batte~ tr 
The ,American Business Education Yearbook, Volume XIII, The Eastern 
BUSiness Teachers Association and The National Business Teachers 
!ssociation, Somerset Press, Somerville, New Jersey, 1956, p~ 190~ 
~emme~;J.y, EliZ@.beth So, !::_Follow-!!£. Study and !! dbb ,Activity Ana.J.ysis 
£.! ~ 1948 - 1952 ,Associate 2:!! Connnercia:l Science Degree Holders ~ · 
Boston University College of Practical Arts ~ Letters, Masteris Thesis, 
Boston University, l9S3, p:-48. . 
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Hefumerly1 related that the reason o££ice machine and bookkeeping 
activities were among the lower £requencies was that the majority o£ the 
graduates were employed as stenographers ani secretaries o It was pointed 
out by Hemmerly~ that, 
Office machine activities did not appear on the 
£requency list until number 36. o • • However, those 
respondents who reported machine operation as a part o£ 
their work indicated that additional school·~raining 
would have been bene£icial to them~ 
Bookkeeping activities did not appear on the 
£requency list until number 45.5 .. • .. The number 
who indicated that additional school training in 
bookkeeping would be help£ul was smaller than those 
who suggested more school training in the of£ice-
machine area. 
Bass and.EBil~ made a £ollow-up study o£ the 1949 and 1950 
graduates o£ Chandler School £or Women, Boston, Massachusett~ and a 
., 
survey o£ the employers o£ the Chandler graduates Wi. th implications 
£or curriculum revision. 
In the Bass and Reilly study, the activity ranking £irst in 
£requency was typing with two or more carbons whereas. in the 
Hemmerly study taking dictation in shorthand and transcribing had the 
highest £requency., The succeeding nine activities in the Bass and 
Reilly study were:: taking dictation in shorthand, answering telephone, 
typing £rom handwriting, changing typewriter ribbons, taking dictation 
sitting down at desk, greeting visitors, typing personal letter~ £or 
employer, typing reports, composing letters at the typewriter. 
~id.,, Po 47 0> 
2Ibid .. , Po 89 • 
3Bass,_ Irene R .. and :Reilly~ Charles J.,t A Follow-~ Study o£ 
1949 and l:t50 Graduates o£ Chana.ler School or Women, aston, Massachusetts,. 
ana:-: __ ,!-s'!irVey-ol' the Emj)loyers of" :\ili;:. ChandleF""Graduates, with Implications 
~ Curriculum Revision, Masterts Tflesis, Boston Universit;r, 1951, p .. 56 ... 
6 
A comparison with the first ten activities in the Hemmer~ study 
with those of the Bass and Reilly stuqy showed that six of the ten most 
frequently performed activities occurred in both lists., The activities 
--- . 
that were different were:: addressing envelopes; alphabetic filing,; 
opening~ sorting, and distributing mail,; and copying from rough drafts. 
! further comp~rison of the first ten most frequently performed 
activities of the Hemmerly study shared agreement in that they were also 
found among the first 20 most frequently performed activities of the 
Bass and Reilly study. 
The second group of ten activities ranked according to frequency of 
performance by Bass and Reil~ were as follows; filling in printed forms~ 
typing form letters, tabulations and statistical work, alphabetic filing 
I 
by name, typing postal cards or index cards, proofreading, typing from 
rough drafts, answering mail requests, typing interoffice correspondence, 
and opening and distributing mail.. 
Comparing the second group of ten activities of the Hemmer~ study 
with the Bass and Rail~ study, the three activities that appeared in both 
studies of this group were g: filling in printed forms, typing interoffice 
co~unications, and typing cards for filing., 
A further compar~son of the second ten most frequently performed 
activities revealed that taking dictation at the typewriter, which ranked 
as the seventeenth item in the Hemmerly study, ranked as the thirty-
second item in the Bass and Rei~ study» cutting stencils, which ranked 
as the eighteenth item in the Hemmerly study and the thirty-eighth item 
in the Bass and Reilly study; typing telegralll$ was the nineteenth item in 
the Hemmer~ study and tl:iirtieth in the Bass and Reilly study. The 
following items that appeared in the second most frequently performed 
• 
7 
activities in the Ifemmerly study that were not includetL:i.n the Bass and 
Reilly studys: folding letters and inserting them into envelopes, report-
ing on repairs, upkeep of office equipment and supplies, making appoint-
mentsit and ordering supplies .. 
I 
:rthriart;il made a job·~tivity anal;vsis and .follow-up study of ·the 
secre~al graduates of' the High School of Commerce, Worcester, · 
Massachusetts., .Answering the telephc;me headed the list o£ the most 
frequently performed activities according to rank,. The succeeding nine 
activities ih order of .frequency of' perform.aroe were~ using the manual 
typewriter, 't.l,Sing alphabetic fi~g system, typing envelopes, taking 
·! .. 
dictation and transcribing notes, folding letters and inserting them 
into envelopess using adding machine.ll sorting the mail, ordering supplies. 
and reporting on repairsi and filling in printed .forms.., 
~e first 20 activities occurring most frequently in the Moriarty 
study which tlid not appear in the first 20 activities of either the 
Hennnerly or the Bass and EeilJ.:y study were as .follows g using the 
manual typewriter, using adding machine, preparing material for filing, 
typing state:!nems, typing lists, typing tabulations ~nd statistical 
materials, ·ahd typing invoiceso 
A comparison of' the 20 most frequently performed activities among 
the three aforementioned studies showed a reoccurrence of the f'olloringt 
;a:nsweringl:.tfue te1Bphone, taking dicta~~on ip..·shorthand, alphabetic filing, 
'·' ........ . 
sorti:hg tri:ail, filling in printed forms, composing letters at the typewriter, 
1 
Moriarty, Marion Louise, !, Job-~Activity .. lm!ltais ..!!!t1Follow-.!!E, 
Study of ~ 1946, 1947, 1948, 1949, and l9S0 Secretarial G~uates of· 
~High School £f. Connnerce 9 Worcester, Massachusetts, Mastervs ThesiS, 
Boston University, 1953, P~> 27~ · 
• 
• 
8 
receiving visitors, typing cards for filing, typing interof'!ice 
communications, typing from longhand. 
upon further analysis of the three studies it was revealed there 
was no bookkeeping activity listed among the first 20 activities when 
arrcmged according to freqtiency of' performance. The bookkeeping activities 
although not listed among the 20 most frequently performed tasks did appear 
later in the studies in the following order of frequencies t: proVing oa.Sh 
which ranked as the thirty-second item in the Moriarty study; balancing 
cash which ranked as .the fifty-fifth item in the Hemmerly study; and 
handling petty cash which ranked as the forty-third item in the Bass and 
Reilly study.. The explanation for this may be that in all three studies the 
graduates selected were stenographic majors,. 
The Boche1 study of 80 New Bedford businesses disclosed that 
alphabetic filing by name was the most frequently performed activity .. 
The other nine most frequently performed were: addressing envelopes, 
answering telephone, folding letters and inserting them into envelopes, 
f'inding material in f'iles, filling in printed forms, handling complaints 
in office or over itelephone, typing bills and invoices, copying f'rom 
han:lwriting, and figuring and checking invoices. 
The second ten most f'requently performed activities in the Roche study 
were as followst doing c~shier work, waiting on customers, numeric filing, 
typing with multiple carbon packs, four or more, office housekeeping, typing 
form letters, preparing materials for filing, taking dictation in shorthand 
1
Roche, Catherine E .. , Survey of' Eighty New Bedford Business Flnns 
~ .§: Job Activity Analysis of ?fur.ployees in Se-lected New Bedford Businesses·, . 
Masterts Thes:is, Boston University, 1.952, p..: 6o. 
•• 
9 
and transcribing, making out receipts, and balancing cash. 
Thatcher1 made an analysis of the duties performed by the business 
education graduates of Gardner High School, Gardner, Massachusetts~ The 
study revealed that alphabetic filing by name was the activity most 
frequently performed.. The succeeding nine activities in order of 
frequency of performance were as follows t answering telephone, filling 
in printed forms, addressing envelopes, handling·:t.el.ephone calls for 
employer, copying from handwriting, using the Burroughs adding machine, 
folding letters and inserting into enyelopes, looking up correspondence, 
and doing tabulation and statistical.wo.rk. 
The second group of ten activities ranked according to lfrequency of 
performance wre a: taking dictation in shorthand and transcribing, typing 
form letters, meeting callers and receivmg clients, doing office house-
keeping, composing letters at the typewriter, preparing material for 
filing, billing, typing manuscripts an~ reports, typing shipping labels, 
and typing postal cards. 
A comparison of the Roche study :with. the Thatcher study revealed 
~ t. . ' ' . 
that the activity performed most frequently in both studies was 
alphabetic filing by name., Eight of the first ten most frequently 
performed activities in the :Roche study also occurred in the first ten 
activities of the Thatcher study. The two activities that were di.fferenfu 
were handling complaints in office or over telephone, which was not 
1
Thatcher, Carolyn ,Ainsworth, ! ~ Activit:z Ana1ysis ~ Follow-QE: 
Study £! 1947, 1948, ~ 1949 Graduates .£!:. ~ Business Department of 
Ga:t:dner High School, Gardner, Massachusetts, Master 1 s Thesis~ 
Boston Universi.ty, 1950, p., 34 .. 
• listed in the Thatcher study~ and figuring and checking invo~ces, which ranked as the twenty-second item in the Thatcher study. 
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Comparing the second ten most frequent~ performed activities in 
the Roche study with .the Thatcher study revealed that the following 
four activities occurred in both studies~ office housekeeping, typing 
form letters~ preparing material for files, and taking dictation in 
shorthand and transcribing. 
A furtiher comparison of the second ten most frequentlY performed 
activities revealed that doing cashier work, Which ranked as·the eleventh 
item in the :Roche study, ranked as the forty-first item in the Thatchel:' 
study; waiting on customel:'s, which ranked as the twelfth item in the 
Roche study~ ranked as the twenty-second item in the Thatcher study,;; 
mnneric filing, which ranked as the thirteenth item in the :Roche studyJ> 
ranked as the twenty-fourth item in the Thatcher study; making out 
receipts, which l:'anked as the nineteenth item in the Roche study, ranked 
as the thirty-second item in the Tha~cher study; and balanc:ihg cash, which 
ranked as the twentieth item in the Roche stuqy, ranked as the fifty-second 
item in the Thatcher study.. Typing with :multiple carbon packs, four or 
more~ which ranked as the fourteenth item in the ~che st~, was not 
included in the Thatcher study, 
The aforementioned job activity studies were reviewed to acquaint 
the writer.with similar studies that had been condttcted in business 
education. Chapter III outlines the method of procedure. 
I 
• 
CH,APTER III 
METHOD OF PROCEDURE 
The procedural steps in conducting this study were as follows= 
1. Related literature was carefully read and analyzed to f'ormulate 
a background f'or the study. 
2. A letter of' transmittal, a data sheet, and a check list were 
prepared for use in mak;ing the survey. The job activity check list was 
- ·-- - -
based on studies in the f'ield and conferences w.i th resource persons in 
electronics companies. The data sheet and check list were submitted to 
the Business Education Seminar to secure recommendations and criticisms 
f'or improvement. 
3. The letter of transmittal, data sheet, and check list were 
~hen forwarded to one company f'or a tryout. }..s a result of the tryout, 
a f'ew minor changes were.made in the job activity check list. 
4. Permission was obtained f'rom of'f'icials of' the participating 
companies to analyze the duties of' a representative group of' secretaries. 
5. The data sheet and check li~t accompanied by the letter of' 
transmittal were deli1rered to the personnel managers of the companies 
participating in the study. 
6~ The data obtained f'rom the responses were tabulated and analyzed~ 
7.. A summary and recommendations were wr:ttten based on the findings 
of' the studyo 
The check list used in the study was divided into the f'ollowing 
sections~ stenographic activities, typing activities, filing activities, 
bookkeeping and accounting activities, off'ice machines operated, general 
of'f'ice activities, daily activities in excess of f'our hours, and the 
• 
• 
evaluation of the im~brtance of electronic terminology. The first 
six sections of the check list used the following headings to indicate 
the approximate frequency of performance;: more than 2 hours daily, from 
1 to 2 hours daiJ.y, from ~ to 1 hour daiJ.y, less than ~ hour daiJ.y, once 
or twice weekJ.y, and monthly or less. The seventh section, daily activi~;~J: 
ties in excess of four hours, used the following headings:: the activity, 
the days of the week, and the weekly total. The headings used in the 
e'ighth section, the evaluation of the importance of electronic termin- . 
ology, w.ere:: very important, important, slightJ.y important, and not 
important. Samples of' the letter of transmittal, data sheet, and check 
list may be found in the Appendix. An analysis of the information · · 
oT;>tained from the completed data sheets and check lists will be found 
in the next chapter, Chapter IV • 
. J •. 
• 
CHAPI'ER IV 
ANALYSES OF DATA 
Ana~sis of Information Obtained from Data Sheets 
The names and addresses of the personnel managers of the 11 com-
panies participating in the study were obtained from interviews with 
resource persons in i"he electronics industry. Interviews with the 
personnel managers were then arranged. At the interviews$ the purpose 
and the background of the study were discussed to familiarize the per-
sonnel managers with the study.,. The data sheets and check lists were 
giv-en to the personnel managers of the companies who indicated a desire 
to participate in,the study. Three of the personnel managers requested 
the writer's assistance in selecting a representative group of secretaries 
from the personnel files • The other companies participating in the study 
distributed the check lists at their discretion. The check lists were 
distrib~ted to 225 secretaries. Out of the 225 check lists distributed~ 
100, or 45 percent, of the check lists were returned. 
As requested by the companies participating in the study, no 
written follow-up requests were sent to the secretaries... Follow-up 
requests were made by the personnel managers at the request of the 
writer • 
. 
TABLE I 
JO'B TITLES LISTED. BY RESPONDENTS 
Job Titles 
Secretary 
Secretary-stenographer 
Ex:ecut:j_ ve secretary 
Senior s ~creta:cy 
Typist 
Technical typist. 
Administr~tive assistant 
Bookkeeper 
Engineering secretary 
Receptionist 
Statistical typist . . 
Totals 
l 
1 
1 
1 
J. 
The job titles listed on the personal data sheets are shown in 
Table I. The !our most frequently listed job titles were:: secretary, 
s~~retary-stenographer, executive secretary, ani senior secreta:cy .. 
These four job titles comprised. 58 percent of the 11 titles listed by 
the respondents. The next two most frequently listed job titles were:: 
typist(:and technical typist. The re:(!laining five job titles were listed 
by only one respondent. 
!: 
TABLE II 
SOURCES T:EI:IDUGH WHICH "RESPONDENTS 
SECURED IDsiTIONS 
Sources 
Personal application 
Newspaper 
School placement of'.fice 
Commercial employment agency 
Friend 
State employment agency 
Relative 
Other 
Totals 
~ 
19 
17 
15 
12 
5 
3 
.33 
Table II lists the sources through which the respondents secured 
their· positions... The source most f'reque ntly indicated by the respondents 
was~personal application, which was listed by 26 of the respondents. 
The three succeeding sources, which included 51 of' the sources recorded, 
were:: newspaper, school placement office, and commercial employment 
agency. The rem~in.ing sources were~ .friend, state employment agency, 
relative, and other. Two of' the respondents, who checked other as a 
source, indicated by letter that they trans.ferred to their present posi-
tion f'~m another department in the company. The third respondent, who 
nhecked other as a source, did not give any further explanation. 
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T/ffiLE III 
IENGTH «»F EMPIDYMENT WITR· HiESE'NT EMPLOYER 
Number o:f Years Totals 
From l to 2 years 31 
From 3 to 4 years 29 
Under l year 2-l 
From 5 to 9 years 16 
Over 10 years 3 
The number o:f years the respondents have been employed by their 
present employer is shown in Table III.,. . As revealed by the table, 
I 1·' ·, 
81 o:f the respondents have been employeq lf?,SS than :five years by 
their present employer. @nlY three o:f the respondents indicated that 
they have been employed more than ten years by their present employer • 
The aforementioned :facts are not surprising as the electronics industr,y 
is one o:f the :fastest growing industries in Massachusetts. 
TABLE IV 
TEE NUMBER OF OFFICE IDBKERS EMPIDYED IN THE COMPANIES 
WHERE THE RESWNDENTS WERE ·EMPIDYED 
Number of Office Workers 
From 100 to 199 office workers 
From l to 49 office workers 
From 5o to 99 office workers 
From 200 to 299 office workers 
Cj ' .. 
From 506 to 1,000 office workers 
From 300 to 399 office workers 
Respondents not answering the question 
Totals 
33 
11 
11 
8 
5 
1 
31 
JL7 
J.s shown in '!'able IV, 33 of the respondents were employed in com-
panies employing from 100 to 199 offiqe workers., Twenty-two of the 
respondents were employed in companies ernployt;i.ng from 1 to 99 office 
workers.,. Nine of the respondents wer~ . emi;>~qyed in companies employing 
from 200 to 399 office workers. om1y five of the respondents were 
emp1:,oyed in companies employing mO're than 500 office workers. Thirty-one 
of the respondents did not answer the question~ Several of the respond-
ents who did not answer the question disclosed that they did not have 
access to the requested information. 
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TABIE V 
EDUCATIO:NAL BACKGroUND OF THE RESFDNDENTS 
Types of Education Totals 
High school diploma 41 
Business school diploma 34 
Associatets degree 12 
Bachelorts degree 9 
Partial college credits 3 
Nursing diploma 1 
Table V lists the latest educational achievements of the respondents. 
For example:· If a respondent had received a high school diploma and an 
associate•s degree, only the associatets degree was recorded in the table. 
,, 
Either a business school diploma, an associatets degree, or a bachelor's 
degree was held by 55 of the respondentso Three of the respondents 
indicated that they had attended college, but they had not received degrees. 
A diploma in nursing was held by one of the respondents. The remaining 
41 held only high school diplomas. 
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T,ABLE VI 
COURSES CONCERNED WITH ELECTJDNIC TERMINOIDGY 
I I 
TAKEN BY THE RES:ro:N.DENTS 
Courses Totals 
Electronic terminology 5 
General science at the college level 
Physics 2 
Technical shorthand and t~anscription 1 
Table VI shows the courses concerned -with electronics taken by 
the respondents. The courses are listed below in order of their 
frequency of responses t electronic terminology, 5,;; general science 
at the college level, 2;; physics, 2; and technical shorthand and · 
transcription, lo 
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Analysis of Information Obtained from Cheek Lists 
The information obtained from the job activity check lists and the 
check lists concerned with the importance of a basic knowledge of terminology 
used in the electronics industry is shown in the following tables... The job 
activity check list contained 70 specific items with space provided for 
the respondent to indicate additional activities not listedo As a result, 
25 additional activities were listed by the respondents. The check list 
concerned with terminology used in the electronics industr.r contained 20 
sped!i..fic items .selected from the job activity check listo 
~able VII shows the frequency of each job activity arranged in order 
of frequency of performanceo The first job activity was handling incoming 
and outgoing telephone calls, with a frequency of performance of 97.. The 
following nine job activities were performed by more than 80 respondents.,. 
. 
The activities were as followst typing interoffice communications, typing 
letters and reports from longhand, composing letters at the typewriter, 
handling incoming and outgoing mail., taking dictation in shorthand and 
transcribing, typing multiple carbons, distributing interoffice co:mmunica-
tions, filing.material, and securing information needed for correspondence. 
The following 12 job activities were checked by more than 60 respondents 
were t: typing reports, articles, and manuscripts from rough drafts; making 
appointments and reservations; finding material; doing office housekeeping; 
receivi~g callers; labeling new folders; ordering supplies and reporting 
" on repairs; a4dressing envelopes; preparing masters for liquid dUplicators; 
securing and compiling information for reports; keeping a follow-up and 
tickler file l and typing tabulations and statistical work. Twenty job 
activities were performed by only one respondent~ 
'\ 
Bank 
1.0 
2.0 
3.5 
3.5 
5.0· 
.. 
6.<a 
7.0 
8.10 
9.5 
9.5 
l l .. O. 
'FABLE VII 
TOTAL FREQUENCY OF'. PER'FDRMANCE OF ACTIVITIES 
ARRANGED IN :ORDER OF FREQUENCY 
Approximate Frequency 
of' Performance 
_ .. _.... .. 
P:; :A B .n;:. D .E 0 
Job AGtivities i::: ' Q) : P.• -~~. C'J;~ ' &~ d< t'-l ~k ,!:{ ~ $:g ··~ ..p •r-l $.4 Q) 
' ~ ;.I:I'ti .- "d ' J ell ~~ 0 Q) 
r-1 ..p· ,.-t· rll~ "d .p' \ 
.<!) ~ 
ell ~a !.I l~ {IJ tt .p g ~ ~ tiJ 0 ~0 ;s ..Q: :='i .. ..q 1%1~ 
OJ Hjc\1 ..p 
•·· I 
Handling incoming and 97 36 33 i 13 12 l ! ou~going telephone calls r· 
Typing interoffice 95 17 17 31 18 8 
connnurrl.cations 
; 
25 Typing letters c:tnd 90 16 14 10 15 
reports from longhand ' .. 
-
Composing letters at the 90 2 13 14 9 2:8 
typewriter 
' 
Handling incoming and 87 ? "Z7 32 2(!1 2 outgoing mail I 
(85 Taking dictation in :· 16 17 19 7 18 .. ' 
shorthand and tra.cl.>. 
., 
scribing 
Typing multiple carbons 83 28 :to 18 8 14 
Distributing interoffice 82 ([};· 5 19 33 11 
oo:mnrunications 
Securing imo'rmation 81 3 1 19 15 25 
needed for corre-
spond.enoe 
Filing material 81 2 5 13 32 25 
. 
Typing reports, arti- 80 21 13 
j 
12 5 13 
gles, and manuscripts .. ' . •' 
from rough drafts 
,.·, 
F 
·~ {IJ nfll 
,.QQ) 
~r-1 
~a· 
~ 
& 
1([1 
24 
@ 
; 8 
5 
l4 
12 
4 
I 
16 
I 
22 
Table VII (Continued)\ 
~ Approximate Frequency of Performance ' A B c D E F Rank Job .Activities ;r N h. ;-j . ,!:( ,!:( g 
1=1 •&f 0~ ok ~"@ H~ ,!:(~ ~~ ro . . ;p ro ,P . ..-1 $'1:! '1j H!N·~ :fE'd 0 ~ ~ .r'-1 . ,.q Q) • tf.l ~ tf.l tf.l ~ Q) ~rl ~ ~ ~ gg ~a tf.l 0 g ~ ~~ o·o go ~~ ·b~ i-1 :al..cl fR,.Q r rz. .c1 I "' .p 
12.) Making appointments I 24 12 and r 0 7 17 19 reservations ·' ... 12.) Finding material ll9 a: 4 JJi 40 17 2 
14.0 Doing office l78 0 1 2 )l 16 8 
housekeeping 
' 
. 
1) .. ) Receiving callers 
! 
t?7 4 J1. 11 19 a4 18 
1).5 Labeling new folders 
-
~7 0 0 1 13 28 3) 
' 17 .o {Dro.ering supplies and 
reporting on ~epairs 
~5 0 1 3 7 44 20 
18.,0 Addressing envelopes 72 2 1 9 46 6 8 
19.0 Preparing masters for . 7Cil 6 13 14 ·8 15 ~ 
liquid duplicators 
20.5 Securing and compiling 64 6 7 8 7 15 21 
information for reports 
20.) Keeping a follow-up ~ 64 0 2 6 33 10 13 
and tickler file 
22.0 Typing tabulations and 
' 
61 !i ) 2 4 17 29 
statistical work 
23.,0 Collating material 57 0 3 4 13 18 19 
24.5 Preparing packages i 56 0 2 3 9 13 a9 
for mailing I 
24 .. .5 Sorting and coding I 56 4 8 16 14 J 1 13 material I i 
. 
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Table VII (Continued} 
Approximate Frequency 
of Performance 
A :;:- B c D . E F 
Rank Job Activities ~ $:1 
<P g. 
.?? . ~ ,!:( ~.?? ,!:( ,!:( ~ &·g O•g -P ·g fihd H~ .??~ $'0 -P'd Hlii!'d .s:l'd 0 ~ ~- .rl :8 .s:l~ t:ll ~~ Q) ~ ~a Sfj 8 ~ 4P g 0 t:lld :S~ 0 :S~ ~:C\1 0 ·~ r ~.s:l IXI.s:l C'J .p 
---
J4 26.0 Taking dictation over <IT 0 1 3 11 39 
te1~phone 
27.0 Filling in forms and 1.9 2: 1:. 7 12 14 13 
typing cards . 
28.0 Transferring files 17 «< : 0 l 3 8 35 
29.0 Taking dictation at 1.3 (Qi 0 l 4· 6 32: 
typewriter 
.. 
30.0 Q.perating liquid L 2· ~ 0 duplicator 5 ~l 
I I& 10 
31.0 Receiving and sending 11 :I. 0 2 6 10 22 
telegrams by telephone 
33.0 Transcribing from 39 4 4 2: 3l 6 ao 
recording machines 
I 
33.0 ~ 4 Typing mailing and .39 1 1 10 19 
other lists 
I 5 33.0 Assisting in plans for .39 0 0 0 1 33 
social functions 
I 
36 .. 0 4 4 Preparing stencils 38 7 2: 9 12 
36 .. 0 
I 4 4 Typing form letters ]8 0 2 ll 17 
36.0 Taking dictation of 18 0 0 0 a 10 2:8 
minutes and -bran-
scribing 
' 
38 .. <IT· Operating ten-key .37 l 0 3 3 9 21. 
adding machine I I 
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Table VII (Continued) 
Approximate Frequency 
of P'erfonnance 
I; .... --B c D E F 
h 
-:Rank Job Activities g Q) 
& ,!? C\J,!? ~,!? ~~ ~ ~ ~-a o-a +=>ni H a> ~~ ..Q"d .p"d ,.t:l"d 0 ~ ~ .p • r-1 C1.l M!CII"d :·~ C1.l Q) ..Pr-1 ~a a a a a g ~ i:: H -e o ~.8 C1.l 0 ~0 0 ~.8 .s..Q 0 ·~ E-i r:...Q 
I C\J HICII ..p 
~Cross I a 4 J..4 39.0 referencing lll 0 0 . 11 
4b .«<· I 2 2 4 8 ··lo Supervising and plan-- ~ 3 
ning work for others 
I 
41.0 Keeping payroll records f7 a:: 0 ~ 4 7 J 
1\.2.0 . Taking .inventory r 0 0 1 0 l l~ 
43.0 Typing statements, ll.3 2 0 0 2 2 7 
bills, and invoices 
44.0 Operating petty cash D-2 0 0 2 6 2 2? 
·fund 
45.5 operating telephone fll 1 3 l 0 4 ~ 
switchboard 
45.5 Figuring and checking F 2 0 ~ 4 2 1 ihvoices and statements 
47.0 Operating full-keyboard I-tO 0 0 0 0 4 6 
adding machine 
48.0 Operating mimeograph 8 0 0 0 1 5 2 
' 
49.5 Olperating a secreta!';;._ 7 C) 0 0 0 4 3 
ial copying machine 
49.5 Doi:ng cashier work 7 0 l 0 0 0 6 
52.0 Operating teletype 6 0 0 0 0 11u a 
52.0 Making entries in 6 0 1 0 3 1 1 
general journal 
55.5 1 Keeping inventory : ' · 
. records 5 0 0 1 1 0 3 
~ble VII (OontinuedJ 
Appro~ate Frequency I 
., 
. o:f ~r:formance ! 
. 
~ A B c D E F 
Rank Job Activities 8 ~ I~ . C\l ~ ~;;. k H~ 0' ~ §"@ .s-a +''@ &1i1 ;;.~ ..Q"d '0 ..Q"d 0 ~ 
+' rl r-I[Cil"d :~ ..Q~ ~ ~~ a~ Q) ~ e g C,) Q) I +' g 0 &.8 go ~ ~ . 0 ~.8 q~ E-l r:.,.q r:.,.q HICI! N 
-
55.5. Computing interest and 5 0 0 2 0 0 3 
~ discount 
55.5 Preparing :financial 5 0 0 1 0 2 a: 
statements 
55.5 Olperating a checking 5 0 0 1 ([) 3 1 
account 
58.'!5 Maintaining salary and 4 0 0 1 0 3 0 
labor expenditure budget 
58.5 Maintaining logging sys- 4 0 0 0 4 0 0 
tem :for classi:fied mate-
-
rial 
---
-' 
61.5 Operating checkwriter 3 0 0 0 0 2' 1 
61.5 apera~ing key-driven 3 0 0 0 0 l. a: 
caleulator 
61.5 Operating rotary 3 0 l 0 0 0 2? ' 
caluclator 
61.5 Posting entries 3 0 0 1 ]l 0 l 
69.5 Maintaining -workdiinw.'' 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 
cards. and .overt:Lme:. 
authorization sheets 
69.5 Writing and laying 2 0 a: 0 0 0 0 
out company paper 
69.5 Making entries in 2! 0 
l 
0 1. ]_ 0 0 
purchase journal 
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'Fable VII (Continued 1 
;. 
Approximate Frequency 
of Performance 
~ A B 0 D E F 
Rank Job Activities ~ ~ k c--!)4> ~~ k ~ crt (]) ~·g o ·a ~·@ t: ..p •rl fj ~ ~~ ~'"d ..p'"d .ro ..s:;:l'"d ri HICII'"d :~ I ~ Ill fll a~ (]) i:lrl ..p ~ s @ s (l,l 0 g ~ ~g 0 ~] t:] ~] ~.ct. bli E-i 
c--1 i-l[Cil ..p 
-·-
69.5 Making entries in sales 2 0 0 ]l 1 0 0 journal 
69.5 Making entries in cash 2 0 0 1 1 0 0 journal 
69.5 Processing personnel 2: 0 0 0 ::l: 0 0 
forms 
69.5 Freparing travel expense 2: 0 
records 0 0 0 2 0 
69.5 Making out proxies and 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 
letters for stockholders 
69.5 Operating billing• :r; · ' ·• · · 2 0 o. 0 0 1 l. 
machine 
69 .. 5 Operating addressogra~~ 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 
69·? t Operating multilith 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 
69.5 Maintaining insurance 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 
and pension -;folders 
85.5 Dictating letters 1 ~- 0 0 0 0 0 
85.5 Typing equations 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
85.5 Keeping files·supplied 1 0 l 0 0 0 0 
with literature 
85.5 Processing orders l 0 1 0 0 0 0 
85.5 Counseling 1 0 J!. 0 0 0 0 
85.5 ·Re0rd.erl.ng :missing; l 0 0 l 0 0 0 
prints and replacing 
them in the files 
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'Fable VII (Continued)\ 
Approximate Frequency 
o.f Peformance 
~ /!.. B c D E F 
Rank Job Activities ~ Q) 
tr C\J~ r-1 ~ tr g. 
·o tf Q) ~'@ 0 •rl $4 •rl k~ trgs ~ -jo=>ttl .p •rl ttl ttl :S'"d r-l'"d ttl ..t:l"Cl 0 ~ <-tlcl'"d :s ..t:l~ r-1 ~~ 8 ~ Q) ~ -ro ~s g ~ ~ l'f.l 0 :S ~ ·0 ~,g H o ~.§ ~..t:l o·~ 
' i'i' l%-l..t:l . HICii .p 
C\J 
-. 
85.5 Keeping a set o.f books l .. 0 0 0 l 0 0 
.for charitable .found~· 
tion 
85.5 w: ki . L., or ng 1n company .. l. 0 0 0 l 0 0 
lib racy 
85.5 Checking work of other l 0 0 0 0 l 0 
secretaries 
85.5 Maintaining attendance l 0 0 0 0 l 0 
records .for engineers 
85.5 Making brochures l 0 0 0 0 l 0 
85.5 Typing instruction books I. 0 0 0 0 l 0 
85.5 Renewing magazine l 0 0 0 0 l 0 
subscriptions 
.. 
85.5 Paying househelasbills l 0 0 0 0 l 0 
for the president and 
maintaining servants • 
payroll 
85.5 Maintaining , cost break- l 0 0 0 0 l 0 
down ' 
85.5 Maintaining originals o.f l 0 0 0 0 0 l 
all technical proposals 
85o5 Reconciling bank state- l 0 0 0 0 0 l 
{· ments 
' 85.5 Serving coffee ·!f.o v:i,sitors l 0 0 0 0 0 l 
85 .. 5 Typing new leases l 0 0 0 0 0 l 
85.5 Establishing clearances l 0 0 0 0 0 l 
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In Table VIII, the job activities are arranged accordil:lg to major 
classifications and then according to frequency of performanceo 
The stenographic activity checked most frequently was handling 
incoming and outgoing telephone calls, with a total frequency of 97. 
The following eight activities, which were performed by more than 50 
respondents, weret composing letters at the typewriter, taking dictation 
in shorthand and transcribing, securing information needed for correspond-
ence, making appointments and reservations, receiving callers, ordering 
supplies and reporting on repairs, securing and compiling information 
for reports, and taking dictation over telephone. From 25 to 50 of the 
respondents performed the following activities~ taking dictation at • 
typewriter, receiving and sending telegrams by telephone, transcribing 
from recording machines, assisting in plans for social functions, taking 
dictation of minutes and transcribing, and supervising and planning work 
for others., 
The typing activity most frequently performed qy the respondents 
was typing interoffice cororrmnications, with a total frequency of 95 .. 
The next six typing activities, which were performed by more than 5o 
o.f the respondents, were s: typing interoffice communications; typing 
letters and reports from longhand; typing multiple carbons; typing 
reports, articles, and manuscripts from rough drafts; addressing en-
velopes; preparing masters for liquid duplicators; and typing tabulae. 
tions and statistical work~ From 25 to 50 oi~ the respondents performed 
the following activitiest. filling in .forms and typing cards,~~ typing 
mailing and other lists, preparing stencils, and typing .form lE;!tters ... 
Olf the filing activities~ filing material was performed by 81 of 
the respondents.. Other filing activities performed by more than 50 
respondents weret finding material3 labeling new folders~ keeping a 
follow-up and tickler file, and sorting and coding material. The 
next two activities were transferring files and cross referencing with 
total frequencies of performance of 47 and 31, respectively., 
The bookkeeping and accounting activity that was most frequently 
performed was keeping payroll records with a total frequency of 17~ 
The next two most frequently performed activities and tl;le number of 
respondents performing these activities were operating the petty cash 
fund, 12, and figuring and checking invoices ani statements, 11.. This 
is not surprising as only one of the respondents was employed as a 
bookkeeper., 
The two office machines that were operated most frequently were 
the liquid duplicator, which was used by 42 of the respondents, and 
the ten-key adding machine, which was used by 37 of ~he respondents., 
The next two most frequently used office machines were the telephone 
switchboard, with a total frequency of performance of 11~ and the full-
key adding machine, 10. 
The general office activity most frequently performed was handling 
incoming and outgoing :mail, with a total frequency of 87.. The next 
four activities~ ~hich were performed by more than 50 respondents, were~ 
distributing interoffice communications, doing office housekeeping, 
collating material, and preparing packages for mailing., The nerl most 
frequently performed activity was taking inventory with a total frequency 
of performance of 14o 
Rank 
1.0 
3.5 
6.o 
9.5 
12 .. 5 
15 .. 5 
17.6 
20"5 
26.0 
TABLE Vm 
TOT.ll.L ~UENCY OF PERJroJR.MilNCE ©F ACTIVITIES 
.um.ANGED ACC01liDING TO TYPE OF JOB ACTIVITY 
.AND -IN OJRDER OF FREQUENCY 
Appro:x:ima te ~:requency 
o.f Per.fofmance 
h .A :B c D E 
Job Activities 
g 
~ 
.. ,!{r <'J,!{ r-1 ~ k 0' ok (!) fJ*@ .s ·g &"2 H~ t: ..p •rl :fSrc:l r-l'"Cl Cl! ...cl'"Cl 0 ~ 
r-1 
HICI!ro :a ~ ~; s ~ (!) Cl! §~ 0 (!) ..p f/) 0 <§~ 0 ~.2 H G t:.2 ~; E-l P=i..C:: 
N 
..p 
·sTENOGRAPHIC ACTIVITJES 
' 
Handling incoming and 97 36 33 13 l2 ~--- ·,_1. 
outgoing telephone ~ . 
calls 
Composing letters at 90 ~ 13 14 9 28 
the typewriter 
Taking dictation in 85 16 17 19 7 18 
shorthand and tran-
scribing 
Securing information 81 3 7 19 15 25 
needed .for correspond-
ence 
Making appointments 79 0 7 17 19 24 
and reservations 
Receiving callers 77 4 1 11 19 24 
Ordering supplies and 75· 0 1 3 7 44 
reporting on repairs . 
J 
Securing and compiling 64 9 7 8 7 15 
information for reports 
Taking dictation over 54 II 0 0 I 1 3 '!. 11 telephom 
30 
F 
,!{~ 
~~ i:l 
;SH 0 
:.~ 
24 
8 
12 
12 
18 
2{) 
2.1 
39 
31 
Table VIII (Continued)' 
Approximate Frequency 
of Perfonnance 
: 
~ ! B c D E F Rank Job Activities ~ 
.)::{ (\j ~: ~,!:( §~ ,!:( Qi ~ @1if $'2 H~ ~~ ..cl"d rl"d .p •aJ ..cl"d 0 & 
.p niCil "d :a :s.~ ~ ~ ~ a m a a Q) g ~ ~ .p :e~ I'll 0 ~~ 0 ~.8 ~X~.8 ~.8 :s..c~ 0$ E-i 
C\J r-liC\1 
STENQlGR,A.PHIG ACTIVITIES 
(continued) 
2:9 .o Taking dictation at 43 0 0 Jl li ., 6; .3-~ 
typewriter 
.u.o Hecei ving and sending 41 :r. 0 2 6 10 22 
telegrams "J<y telephone 
33.0 Transcribing from 39 4 4 2 3 6 2...{) 
recording machines 
33.0 Assisting in plans 39 0 0 0 1 5 33 
for social functions 
36 .. 0 Taking dictation of 38. 0 0 0 0 10 28 
ll1inutes and tran-
scribing 
4o.o Supervising and pl~ 29 2 2 4 8 3 10 
Ding work for others 
52.0 Making charts and 6 0 6 0 0 0 ·o 
graphs 
58.5 Maintaining logging 4 0 0 0 4 0 ·0 
system for classified 
material 
69.S Writing and laying out 2 0 2 0 0 o· 0 
company paper 
69.5 Processing personnel· 2 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 
forms 
69.5 Making out proxies and · 
[letters for stockholders I 2 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 2 I 0 I 
Table VII (Continued) 
I 
' : Approximate Frequency 
of Performance 
~ A B a D E F Rank Job Activities s ~ "'~ ~~ ~ ~ cr' ~ fJtil O•r-1 ~·r-1 
..Pctl 
..p ·g Cll Ctl 1-t Q) ~fg ~ ..c!'t:! d'"d :S'"d 0 ~ 
.ptr.l rl!N '"d :S~ r-1 
@ ~ a f:l to a (!) Cll ~ s 0 Q) A ..p {/J 0 ~ 0 ;2g 0 :S.-8 1-t o ~ 0 ~; 0~. E-1 !'xi..c! ~,.q J.:.,; 
N 
·-
STE~OGRAPHIC ACTIVITIES 
' 
(continued) 
.. 
.. 
' 69.5 Maintaining insurance 2 0 0 0 0 0 a 
and pension folders 
85.5 Dictating letters l l 0 0 0 0 0 
85.5 Processing orders 1 0 l 0 0 0 0 
85.5 Checking work of other 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
secretaries 
85 .. 5 Maintaining attendance Jl. 0 0 0 0 1 0 
records for engineers 
85.5 Making up brochures 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
85.5 Establishing clearances l 0 0 0 0 0 1 
TYPING ACTIVITIES 
2.,0 Typing interoffice 95 17 
connnunioations 17 31 18 8 4 
3.5 Typing,letters andre- 90 25 16 14 10 15 10 ports t~m longhand 
7.0 Typing multiple carbons 83 28 10 ].8 8 Jli 5 
11.«1' Typing reports, arti-- 80 21 13 12 5 13 16 
ales and manuscripts 
from rough drafts 
' 
18.0 Addressing envelopes 72 I 2. l 9 I 46 I 6 8 
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'Jia.ble VIII (Continued) 
Approximate Frequency 
of Performance 
A B c D E F 
p., 
Rank Job ,Activities 8 g3 
.!:? C\1)1 ~~ ~ ~ zy Q) ~·g 0 •rl §·@ ~ .Pcd .p ·g H <D ~~ :Src! r-lrcl ..Qrd 0 <D Hlo!rd :~ <D ~ :$~ ~ 0) 5 ~ ~ g ~~ 0 <D ~~ I .p 0) 0 ~~ 0 ~.8 H o ;S..Q E-1 f:t.t..Q f:t.t..Q 
C\1 
H{CI! .p 
TYPING JI.CTIVITIES 
·-
(continued) 
: 
. 
I9.,0 Preparing masters for 70 6 13 14 8 1.5 14 
liquid duplicator ... 
. 
2:2.0 Typing tabulations and 
-· 61 4 5 2 4 17 ~ 
statistical work -
27.0 Filling in forms and 49 2 I- 7 l2 14 l3 
typing cards .. 
33.0 Typing ·mailing and 39 l ]._ 4 4 10 \19 
other lists . 
-· 
36 .. 0 Preparing stencils 38 'll!t ~ 7 2 9 12 
36.0 Typing form letters 38 0 ~ 2 lt ll 1.7 
43.0 Typing statements, 13 2 0 0 2 2 7 
bills, and invoices 
. 
8.5 • .5 Typing equations l l 0 0 0 0 0 
85 .. 5 Typing instruction l 0 0 0 0 l 0 
books 
85.5 Typing new leases 1 .o 0 0 0 0 1 
FILING ACTIVITIES 
9 .. 5 'Filing m?.terial 81 2 5 13 _3e ~ 1!p 
12 .. 5 Finding material i 79 j ?2 I 4 14 4o I 17 2 
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'Fable VIII (Continued) 
Approximate Frequency 
t of Performance 
A B c D E F 
p,. 
; 
Rank Job .!Activities ~ c' & -~ "--~ r-tp, ~ ~ 
~ {ii1d .o •r! or'-i ~·@ 1'-l~ ~~ ..pro ..p •rl .Q'd ~'(j Hlol~· .Q'O 0 ~ 
..ptll :~ ,.J4Q) r-4 til Q) .prl ro ~~ ~f:l @ ~ 0 Q) p 1'-l ..p til 0 l=l 0' ~ 0 -~ ~Jil ~j ~.8 .s.c: ;0 ·~ 
l "-- .-!ICil ' ..j.!:> . 
•: 
FILING ACTIVITIES 
( continuediT 
15.5 Tiabeling new folders 77 0 0 1 13 28 35 
20.5 Keeping a follow-up and 64 0 2 6 33 10 13 
tickler file 
24.5 Sorting and coding 56 1 4 8 16 13 11.\: 
material 
l 
28.0 Transferring files 47 0 0 1 3 8 35 
39o0. Cross referencing .31 0 0 2 4 11 14 
i 
85.5 Keeping files SllPplied 1 0 Jl. 0 «! 0 0 
-with literature . ~ 
85.5 Reordering ,missing , .. · · '. 1 0 0 ]. 0 0 0 
prints ~-and· replacing : I 
them in files · · 
85.5 Maintaining originals Jl. 0 0 0 0 0 1 
.. of all technical pro-
posal 
' 
BOOKKEEPING AND 
JiOCQ1DNTING ACTIVITIES 
41.0 Keeping payroll records 17 2: 0 1 4 7 ,] 
44.0 Operating petty cash 12 0 t 
0 2 6 2 I a: fund I I j 
' 
---·-------~---
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'Jl'able VIII (Continued} 
··-· .. .., 
Approximate Frequency 
· of Performance 
A B c D E ]" 
~ 
Rank Job Activities 8 Q) 
& );.i C\1~ r-t ~ ~ 
Q) ~·a O•r-1 Or):? ' &'2 M ):?00 ~ ..p~ ..P·•@ HID ,s;t 'dl ..cl'd 0~ :;p ri .. r-ddtro ..p ..c:m 
'ci rt.l sa rt.l a Q) ~rl J!k as t)Q) ..p ~· rt.l 0 s:ro ~~ 0 :So H o ~0 :s..c: 0·~ E-1 ;.s:j P=i..cl :~ 
... 
" 
rt!Cil ..p 
~I 
.. 
]3()(J)KKEEPJNG AND 
.ACC01JNTJNG ACTIVITIEs 
(continued)~ 
45'.5 Figuring and checking 17 2 0 1 4 7 3l 
invoices and statements 
5z .. o Making entries in:·~ I 6 0 :n. ' 0 3 1 1 
general journal 
55.5 Keeping inventory : 5 0 (Q 1 1 0 3 
records 
55.5 Computing interest and 5 «< 0 2 0 0 3l 
discount 
55.5 Preparing financial 5 0 0 1 0 a: ~ 
statements 
55.5 Operating a checking 5 0 0 1 0 3 1 
account 
58..5 Maintaining salary aJJ.d 4 0 0 0 4 0 0 
labor e:x:pendi ture .:_ 
' budget 
.6{.5 Posting entries 3 0 0 1 1 0 1 
69.5 Maintaining workdiary 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 
cards and overtime 
authorization sheets I 
69.5 Making entries in 2 ((l 0 :n. 1 0 0 
purchase journal 
6~ .. 5 Making entries in.·• 2 0 I 0 J. I 1 0 0 
. 
I sales 'ournal . J 
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Table VIII (Continued) 
.A,.ppro:x::imate Frequency: 
.;g;t..P.~J;fgrm.~ce .. 
A B C D E F h 
Rank Job .A.ctivities 8 ~ . ):{. NP::, r1 tr ~ r-1 0~ Q) g-g 0..-1 fi1·2 ):{~ i ~ .p~ .p ·rl H Q) .Q'ti ro ;S'O 0 ~ 
.p r-1 riiC\l'ti ~~ ~ Q) ~ f'l~ {f.l g Q) sa 0 Q) .p H r:i e<D Ol 0 B~ ~~l8 0 ~,0 f.i o ·~ .Q E-1. •. ·.;q l'z:l;Q l'z:l;Q I 1 ~ 
C\J r-ilC\l .p 
mOKKEEPING AND 
ACCOUNTING ACTIVITIES 
(continued) 
69.5 Making entries in -n;ash 2 0 (!J ]. ]. 0 0 journals 
69.5 Preparing travel expense 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 
reports 
85.5 Keeping a set of books 1 0 0 0 l () 0 
.for charitable founda-
tion ! 
85 .• :5 Paying household bills J. 0 0 0 0 1 0 
for the president and 
maintaining servants' 
payroll 
85.5 ·'·· Maintaining cost break- 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
down 
85.5 ·Renewing magazine 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
subscriptions 
85.5 Reconciling ba:nk l 0 0 0 0 0 1 
statements 
OFFICE MACHINES.OPERATEDL 
30.0 Operating liq'lrl.d 42 2 0 5 11 14 ]0 
duplicator 
38.0 Operating ten-key 37 l 0 3 3 9 n 
adding machine 
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Table VIII (Continued) 
Approximate Freqitency 
of Performance 
A B c D E F 
Rank Job Activities ~ ~ &~ N,!:r .-1 k :~ 0' o.!:f ~ O.rf ~'2 ,!:(~ ..PcU +"J•r-l H Q) !Xi ..cl"d 
.-1"0 cU ..cl"d 0 Q) . 
..p HIN"d :~ :;: :S~ ~ ~~ rf.l Q) ~g s ~ g ~ ~ ..p {/) 0 ~a 0 ~.8 H o iS..cl 0~ E-1 JX.i..cl 1>:-l..cl 
c-.1 niC'J .p 
OFFICE MACHINES . O'PERATED 
(continu~d) 
45 .. 5 . Operating telephone 11 1 3 1 0 4 a' 
switchboard 
47o0 Operating full-keyboard 10 .0 0 0 0 4 6 
adding machine 
I 
48.0 Operating mimeograph 8 0 0 0 1 5 2 
49o5 Operating a ~e.cretaria;.L 7 0 0 ', 0 0 7 0 
copying machine 
52 .. 0 Operating teletype 6 0 0 0 0 4 a 
•.... 
61 .. 5 Operating rotary 3 0 1 0 0 0 a 
calculator 
·-
., 
6l~o5 OJp'erating check:w'ri ter 3 0 0 0 0 2 1 
6lo5 Operating key-driven 3 0 0 0 0 1 2 
c~lcula:tor 
69.5 ~erating billing a 0 0 0 0 1 1 
maqhine 
69 .. 5 Operattng addressograph 2 0 0 0 0 l l 
69o5 Operating multilith I 2 0 
' 
0 0 0 0 ~ ~ 
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'JI'abls VIII tcontinued) 
}Approximate. Frequency I 
of Performance i 
,_·;• 
A. B c D E F 
~ 
Rank Job Aotiv.i..ties ~ ~ k (\Jk rl ·k ~ 0' ok (]) &'2 O•rl &'2 k~ &! .Pro .p •rl t-1 <D :fj'd rl'd qj .Q'd ~ fi r-!IN'd ~~ ~~ «! {I) ~~ ~a ~ ~ g ~ j:;l .p {I) 0 ~H 0 ~,g g 0 ~,g .S.!:l d~ 0 E-i r;.:..q 
C\1 
. r-!IC\2 
GENE!UlL OFFICE 
,ACTIVITIES 
.. 
5.o · Handling incoming and 87 6 'Z7 32: 20 2 0 
outgoing mail 
8.0 Distributing inte~- ~ ,. . 82 0 5 19 33 11 14 i ,. I 
o~fice currtm:1lnications 
14.0 Doing office house- 78 0 JL 2 61 16 8 
keeping 
23.0 Collating material 57 0 3 4 13 18 19 
24.5 Preparing packages for 56 0 ~ 3 9 13 l9 
mailing . . 
42.0 Taking inventory .14 0 0 1 0 1 1~ 
: 
49.5 Doing cashier work 7 0 0 1 0 0 6 
85.5 Counseling 1 0 ··te 0 0 0 0 
85.5 Working in company 1 0 0 {) 1 0 . (1) 
library 
I 
85 .5
1
_Serv.i..ng coffee to 1 0 
I 
0 0 
·I 
0 0 
\ 
1 
v.i..sitors 
I . ~ 
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Table IX shows the significance of the total job activities per-
formed. In order to provide a more condensed table, the check list was 
divided as follows: total frequency, major activity, regular activity, 
and occasional activity. The major activity consists of the sum o.f 
columns A and B in the check list, more than 2 hours daily andfrom l to 
2 hours daily. The regular activity consists o:f the sum of columns C 
and D, from ! to l hour daily and less than l hour daily. The occasional 
activity comprises columns E and F ~ once or twice weekly and monthly or 
less .. 
The ten most frequently performed job activities that were considered 
major activity were:: handling incoming and outgoing telephone calls, 
with a frequency of performam e as a major activity of 69; typing letters 
and reports from longhand, 41; typing multiple carbons, 38; typing inter-
office communication, 34; typing reports, articles, and manuscripts from 
rough drafts, 34; handling incoming a,rd ou,tgoing mail_, 33; taking dicta-
. 
tion in shorthand and transcribing, 33; preparing masters for liquid 
duplicators, 19; composing letters at the typewriter, 15; and securing 
~X:~ compiling information for reports, 13. All ten of the above mentioned 
activities were found in the first 20 most frequently performed activities. 
Rarik 
l.O 
a.o 
3o5 
3.5 
5.o 
6.,0 
7 .. 0 
8 .. 0 
9.5 
9.5 
1 1.,0 
1 2.5 
2.5 1 
.a 
5o5 1 
5o5 l 
1 7 .. o 
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THE SIGNIFIC.ANCE OF TG1rAL ~UENCY OF THE JOB .ACTIVITIES 
PERiroJBMED BY THE 1lESPONDENTS 
r-l 
~ ~--= ~~c ~~ JOb ,Activities ~ .~ ·~'& 
r-lgl F-I~I=Q ~~~ 'cO o' 0 •.1 ..j. '~ ·i-f -i 
..p Q)• '!'"';) ..p (.),.P 
oF-f. ~ !1~ ~(.)0 (.) ~t E-i~ <-...::.. 0<¢ 
Handling incoming and outgoing telephone 97 69 25 3 
ca.lla. 
Typing intero£fice communications 95 34 49 12 
...... 
Typing letters and reports from longhand 90 41 24 25 
Composing letters at the typewriter 90 15 23 5~ 
I 
Handling incoming and outgoing mail 87 33 52 a· 
Taking dictation in shorthand and 85 33 26 26 
transcribing 
Typing multiple carbons 83 38 26 i l9 
Distributing intero££ice communications 82 5 52 2-...5 
Securing information needed £or 81 10 34 37 
co !'respondence 
Filing :material 81 7 45 I 29 
Typing reports, article~ and 80 34 17 29 
manuscripts £rom rough dra£ts 
Fin~ing material 79 6 54 19 
Making appointments and reservations 79 7 36 36 
.: Doing o££ice housekeeping 781' 1 53 24 
I 
Receiving callers 77 5 30 ~~ 
Babelihg new folders 77 0 ~ 6.] 
Qlrdering supplies and reporting on repairs 75 I 1 'I 10 I 64 
- -·-
I 
i 
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Table IX (Continued) 
p.. 
H~~ H $>~ ~ Rank Job .Activities g §~~ Q) ~·~-~ •r-1 ·~ -""' ~& 0•.-l ..... So...-! .~ ~ ·r-1 ... 
.PQ) •n.p ..p. 
0 ..p'~ ~~ ~~~ ~ !;1-::: 0 o<!J. 
18.0 Addressing envelopes 72 3 55 l4 
19.0 Preparing masters for liquid duplicators 70 19 22 29 
-
20o5 Securing and compiling information for 64 13 15 36 
reports 
20<>5 Keeping a follow-up and tickler file 64 2 39 23 
22.,0 Typing tabulations and statistical work 61 9 6 46 
23.0 Collating material. 5'7 3 17 37 
24 .. 5 Sorting and coding material 56 5' 24 2.:7 
24.5 Preparing packages for mailing 56 2 12 &,.2 
Z6oO Taking dictation over telephone 54 0 4 5o 
27 .. 0 Filling in forms and typing cards 49 3 19 27 
28 .. 0 Transferring files 47 0 4 43 
29 .. 0 Taking dictation at typewriter 43 0 5 38 
30 .. 0 Operating liquid duplicator 42 2 16 0 24 
i 
31 .. 0 Receiving and sending telegrams by 41 l 8 .332 
telephone 
33 .. <1! Transcribing from recording machines 39 8 5 26 
33 .. 0 Typing mailing and other lists 39 2 8 29 
33 .. 0 Assisting in plans for social functions 39 0 l 38 
36 .. 0 Preparing stencils 38 8 9 gl 
3'6 .. 0 Typing form letters 0 38 4 6 28 I l 
-~ble IX (Continued) 
p.. 
H $-~ 
~ 
Bank Job Activities 0 $>..--.. s:lP.. ~ 0 .p-~ 
rl~ f-1,;~ cU ·rl~ ·rl ~ 
mol 0.;.-{ + 1o~+ gj ·n -i ..P<D 'I"?,P c.>.P 
0 H ~c.><Jt ~~ 8~~ E-ll"zi <It.__.. 
--· 
36.0 T Bking dictation o.f minutes and 38 0 0 38 
transcribing 
38 .. 0 Operating ten-key adding machine 37 l 6 30 
39 .. 0 Cross referencing 31 0 6 25 
4o .. o Supervising and planning work .for others 29 4 12 13 
41.0 Keeping payroll records 17 2 5 10 
42 .. 0 Taking inventory 14 0 l 13 
43 .. 0 Typing statements, bills, and invoices 13 2 2 9 
44.o Operating petty oash .fund 12 0 8 1.\: 
45.5 Figuring and checking invoices and ll 2 6 3 
statements 
. 
45 .. 5 Operating telephone switchboard ll 4 l 6 
47.0 Operating full-keyboard adding machine 10 0 0 10 
48 .. 0 Operating mimeograph 8 0 l 7 
49.5 operating a secretarial copying machipe 7 0 0 7 
49..5 Doing cashier work 7 "' 0 . 1 6 
52 .. 0 Making entries in general journal ' 6 l 3 2 
. 
52o-O Making charts and graphs 6 6 0 0 
52.,0 Operating tele~ype 6 0 0 6 
55 .. 5 Keeping inventory records 5 0 ~ 3 
55.5 Computing interest and discount 5 0 2 3 
55.5 Preparing .financial statements 5 0 l I 4 ( 
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Table IX (Continued) 
r-1 ~ ell ~c ~r-- § $>.-:---Rank Job .Activit:i,es J:l ~ ·~ ~ Q) H ·~ P=1 'rl ·~~ f(iJ5t 0 .r-1 + ~~ + ~ •rl-+ 
-PO> •n..p 0-P OH ~~..5 ~~-S ~~~ 8!X.t 
55.5 Operating a checking account 5 0 1 4 
5BS Maintaining salary and labor expenditure li 0 4 0 
budget 
58.5 Maintaining logging system for classified 4 0 11; 0 
material 
61 .. 5 operating rotary~calculator 3 1 0 2 
61.5 Posting entries 3 0 2 1 
61 .. 5 Operating checkwriter 3 0 0 3 
61.5 Operating key-driven calculator 3 0 0 3 
69..5 Maintaining workdiary cards and overtime 2 2 0 0 
authorization sheets 
69S Writing and laying out company paper 2 2 0 0 
69 .. 5 Making entries in purchase journal 2 0 2 0 
69..5 Making entries in sales journal 2 0 2 0 
69.5 Making entries in cash journals 2 0 2 0 
69..5 Processing personnel forms 2 0 2 0 
69.5 Preparing travel expense reports 2 0 0 2 
69.5 Mald,.ng out proxies and letters for 2' 0 0 2 
stockholders 
69.5 Operating addressograph 2 0 0 2 
69.5 '· Operating multilith 2 0 0 2: . 
. 
69.5 Operating billing .. machine 2 0 0 
I • 
~ 
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'Jla.ble IX (Continued) 
~ .-I Rank Job .Activities t'c-- fi1~~ ~h s:l .g~j <ll ~E: .--~'¢~= ~& ~~~ tU •r-l ~<ll •n.p (.).j-:> 
0 $-1 ~0"<4 ~~~ (.) (.) E-1~ <It.._., 0 <Ot.'-1' 
-. 
69 .. 5 Maintaining insurance and pension fo.lders 2 0 0 2' 
85 .. 5 Dictating letters l l 0 0 
85 .. 5 Typing equations l l 0 0 
85 .. 5 Keeping files supplied with literature l l 0 0 
85 .. 5 Processing orders l l 0 0 
85 .. 5 Counseling l l 0 0 
85 .. 5 Reordering missing prints and replacing l l 0 0 
them in the files 
85 .. 5 Keeping a set of books for charitable l 0 l 0 
foundation 
-·-···-
. ,.~: , .. 
85 .. 5 Working in company library l 0 l 0 
85 .. 5 I Checking work of other secretaries l 0 0 l 
85 .. 5 Maintaining attendance records for l 0 0 l 
engineers 
85 .. 5 Making up brochures l 0 0 l 
•' 
85 .. 5 Typing instruction books l 0 0 l 
85 .. 5· ; ~newj,ng magazine subscriptions l 0 0 l 
85 .. 5 Paying household bills for the president l 0 0 l 
and maintaining servants' payroll 
85 .. 5 Maintaining cost breakqown l 0 0 l 
85 .. 5 Maintaining originals of all technical l 0 
I 
0 
I 
l ~ proposals · .. 
'JI'able IX (Continued) 
h ~-::::: ~ 1~~ Bank Job Activities 8 
r;;j~ H ·~ IXl ~·~A' "£~~ O•r-i -4. g,:p + cd>r-i-4: 
.,PQ) .,..p 0 +' . 
o H ~~~ ~00 8~~ E-l~ ..:zt ......... 
85.5 Reconciling bank statements l 0 0 l 
85.5. Serving coffee to visitors l 0 0 l 
85~5 Typing new leases 1 0 0 Jl. 
85o5 Establishing clearances l 0 0 I 1 
Table X shows the significance of the total job activities per-
formed when arranged according to major classifications, 
The five most frequently performed stenographic activities that 
46 
were considered major activities were~ handling incoming and outgoing 
te~ephone calls, with a frequency of performance as a major activity of 
69; taking dictation in shorthand and transcrlbing, 33 » composing letters 
at the typewriter, 15; securing and compiling inforrration for reports, 10;:: 
and securing information needed for correspondence, 10. 
The five most frequently performed typing activities that were 
considered major activities were~ typing letters and reports from 
longhand, with a frequency of performance as a major activity of 41;. 
typing multiple carbons, 38; typing interoffice col1llllunications, 34,; 
typing reports, articles, and manuscripts from rough drafts, 34; and 
preparing masters for liquid duplicators, 19. 
In the other four major classifications, filing activities, book-
keeping and accounting activities, office machines operated, and general 
office activities, handling incoming and outgoing mail in the general 
office activities, 33~ was the only activity in these classifications to 
have a frequency of perf'ormance as a major activity of more than 10. 
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TABLE X 
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF TOTAL FREQUENCY OF THE JOB .ACTIVITIES 
PERFDRMED BY THE RESPONDENTS ~GED ACCOlRDING TO M,AJO.R CL/lSSIFIC.ATION 
'Rank 
.. 
loO 
3S 
---
6.,0 
9~5 
1 2.5 
5 .. 5 1 
1 7 .. 0 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
o.5 
6.0 
9.,0 
1.,0 
3 .. 0 
3.,0 
6.0 
Job ,Activities 
STENOGRAPHIC ACTIVITIES 
Randling incoming and outgoing telephone 
calls 
Composing letters at the typeWTiter 
Taking dictation in shorthand and 
transcribing 
Securing information needed for -
correspondence 
Making appointments and reservations 
Receiving callers . ' 
(]rdering supplies and reporting on repairs 
Securing and compiling information for 
reports 
Taking dictation over telephone 
Taking dictation at typewriter 
Receiving and sending telegrams by . 
telephone ,. 
Transcribing from recording machines 
.Assisting in plans for social functions 
Taking dictation of minutes and 
. . I transcr1.b1.ng 
h g 
Q) 
~g. 
.Pa> 
tit: 
97 
90 
85 
81 
79 
77 
75 
64 
54 
43 
41 
39 
39 
38 
r--1 
k~~ h &t-[J.P...-- ·g~~ r--1 •j;! A 
0 ..-1 + Gb::3 + C1l •rl -+ •r,.p () .p.~ ~0<4 ~()0 ~~ <It'--"' <lf. '---" 
69 25 3 
15 23 52 
33 2:6 26 
10 34 37 
7 36 36 
5 30 42 
1 10 64 
13 15 36 
0 4 5o 
0 5 38 
1 8 32 
8 5 26 
0 1 38 
38 0 . I 0 
'-I I 
I 
! 
I 
- ' ."' :-' 
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Tiable X (Continued) 
J>, rl 
Rank Job Activities 0 
J>, J>, ~!>, 
s:1 .p·-p fd:P-~ 0 +fr; 
rl ~ H-r;; 1o~~ •fci ·~ qj 0' O't"!-1 w •r-1 ~ 
. P <D •r;).p O.P 
~t: ~~~ Q) 0 .c: g~~ p::t <rf.......: 
, 
STENOGRAPHIC ACTIVITIES 
{continued) 
4o .. o. Supervising and planning work for others 29 4 12 I 13 
52 .. 0 Making charts and graphs 6 I 6 0 0 
58.5 Maintaining logging system for classified 4 0 4 0 
material 
·-· 
69.5 Writing and laying out company paper 2 2 0 0 
69..5 Processing personnel forms 2 0 a 0 
69.5 Making out proxies and letters for 2 0 0 2 
stockholders 
69..5 Maintaining insurance and pension folders 2 0 0 2 
85 .. 5 Dictating letters 1 1 0 0 
85.5 Processing orders 1 1 0 0 
85 .. 5 Checking work of other secretaries 1 0 0 1 
85.5 Maintaining attendance records for I 1 0 0 1 
engineers 
85.5 Making up brochures 1 0 0 1 
85.5 EStablishing clearances 1 I 0 .o I 1 
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Table X (Continued) 
h ~~ H 1>.0 ~h Rank Job ,Activities g ~A 0 +'1-~ Q) ·~ IIl •(ii ,; 
'ci& ~Ln -+ i~ .-4- «l •rl ..... "b~ ...-;,+' ~+' ~~~ ~~B ~ ~.l'il E-i 1%-t' 0 <Xt'-
TYPING ACTIVITIES 
2.,0 Typing intero£fice communications 95 34 49 12 
3..5 Typing letters and reports from longhand 90 41 24 25 
7.0 Typing multiple carbons 83 38 26 19 
11.,0 Typing reports, articles, and 80 34 17 29 
manuscripts from rough drafts 
18.0 Addressing envelopes 72 3 55 14 
19.0 Prepar;LJ?-g masters for liquid duplicators 70 19 22 29 
·--
22.,0 Typing tabulations and statistical work 61 9 6 46 
27 .. 0 Filling in £orms and typing cards 49 3 19 27 
33o0 Typing mailing and other lists 39 2 8 29 
36 .. 0 Preparing stencils 38 8 9 21 I 
I 
36oO Typing £orm letters 38 4 6 28 I I 
43.0 Typing statements 11 bills, and invoices 13 2 2 9 
85.5 Typing equations 1 .1 0 0 
85 .. 5 Typing instruction books 1 0 0 1 
85.5 Typing new leases 1• 0 0 l 
·--~ 
·-.. 
FILING ACTIVITIES 
9..5 Filing material 81 7 45 29 
12..5 I Finding material •. 79 I 6 I 54 19' I 
Table J[ (Continued) 
§ h H ~c 'Qj Rank Job Activities .p"-;; § ~-:-r-4~ H·~ ~~~ ·oj ·~ ~ 
roo< 0 •r-1 -! lib~"* mo..-~+ .Pa> "r.l +' O.P ~~ £! ~~ ~ ~..:: B~~ 
FILING ACTIVITIES 
(continued) 
··-
15.5 Labeling new folders 77 0 14 63 
20.5 Keeping a follow-up and tickler file 64 2 39 . 23 
Z4 .. 5 Sorting and coding material 56 5 24 27 
28.,0 Transferring files 47 0 4 43 
39.0 Cross referencing 31 0 6 25 
85S Keeping files supplied with literature 1 1 0 0 
85.5 :Reordering missing prints and replacing 1 0 1 0 
them in the £iles 
85 .. 5 Maintaining originals of all technical 1 0 0 1 
proposals 
BOOKKEEPING ,AND ,ACCOUNTING .ACTIVITIES 
41 .. 0 Keeping payroll records 17 2 5 10 
44 .. 0 Operating petty cash fund 12 0 8 4 
45 . .5 Figuring a~d checking invoices and 11 2 6 J. 
statements 
52,.0 Making entries in general journal 6 1 3 2 
55 .. 5 Keeping inventor,r records 5 0 2 3 
55 .. 5 Computing interest and discount 5 0 2 3 
55 .. 5 Preparing financial statements 5 0 1 4 
-
55.5 Operating a checking account 
'I 5 I 0 J- l I 4 I 
Table X (Continued) 
Rank 
58o5 
61.5 
·---
69.5 
69..5 
69o5 
69.,5 
69.5 
85 .. 5 
85.5 
85..5 
85 .. 5 
85.5 
30 .. 0 
38 .. 0 
45.5 
Job Activities 
BJOKKEEPING AND ACCO>UNTING ACTIVITIES 
Tcontinued) 
Maintaining salary and labor expenditure 
budget 
Posting entries 
Maintaining workdiary cards and overtime 
authorization sheets I 
Making entries in purchase journal 
Making entries in sales journal 
Making entries in cash journals 
Preparing travel expense reports 
Keeping a set o~ books for charitable 
foundation 
Paying household bills for the president 
and maintaining servantsn payroll 
Maintaining cost breakq'Own .,. 
Renewing magazine subscriptions 
'Reconciling bank stateme:r:rts 
e»FFICE :MACHINES O)PER,!TED 
Gperating liqui~,duplicator 
Operatmg ten-key adding machine 
Operating telephone switchboard 
. Boston University· 
School of Education 
Library 
!>. g 
.-1~ 
CllO' 
-PID 
OH 
E-fl'r.! 
4 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
42 
37 
11 
r-l 
!>. ~ !>. .p·~ ~~8 04~ H·~ ·~ ·~ 0 •r-1 -i ~~ + Cll •r-1 -4 'IJ-P 
0 +!>l!: ~~~ -~ 00 g~ _<:tj,---:... 
0 4 0 
0 2 l 
2 0 0 
0 2 0 
0 2 0 
0 2 0 
0 0 2 
0 l 0 
0 0 1 I 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
2 16 24 
1 6 30 
4 j 1 ~ 6 I 
Table X (Continued) 
, 
!>. ~-= H t.';::- ~!>. Rank Job ,Activities § o.p......._ r-1~ H ·~-t:r: ~·¢A ·~·~ 1%1 
CI!O' 0 •.-14 6b~-~ Cl! o.-1 + ,.PQ) 'IJ,.P o.P OH ~~~ ~~ oor;:r:t E-iJ%.1 (j <XI......_.. 
OFFICE MACHINES OPERATED 
(continued) 
47 .. 0 Qperat:ing full-keyboard adding mach:ine 10 0 0 10 
48.0 operating mimeograph 8 0 1 7 
49.5 Operating a secretarial copying machine 7 0 0 7. 
52 .. 0 Operating teletype 6 0 0 6 
61 .. 5 Operating rotary calculator 3 l 0 2: 
61 .. 5 Operating checkwriter 3 0 0 3 
61 .. 5 Operating key=dri ven calculator 3 0 0 3 
69..5 Q)perating billing machine 2 0 0 2 
69.5 0.perating addressograph 2 0 0 2 
69o5 Operating multilith 2 0 0 2 
GENERAL O'FFICE ,ACTIVITIES 
5 .. 0 Rand1:ing incoming and outgoing mail 87 33 52 2 
8 .. 0 Distributing interoffice communications 82 5 52 25 
14 .. 0 Doing office housekeeping 78 1 53 24 
23.,0 Collating material 57 3 17 37 
24 .. 5 Preparing packages for mailing 56 2 12 42 
42 .. 0 Taking inventory 14 0 1 13 
49~5 :Doing cashier work 7 0 1 6 
-85 .. 5 Counseling l l 0 (Q\ 
85·..5 Working in company library l 0 1' 0 
85 .. 5 Serving co.ffee to visitors i l 0 0 l 
--
I 
.5) 
In Table XI, the job activities are arranged in order o£ their 
daily £requency o£ per£or.mance., The rank of each activity is also 
given in the tabie o The daily-£requency rating is the sum of the major 
and regular activities., 
The first ten activities arranged according to the daiJ:y-frequency 
rating were: handling incoming ar:d outgoing telephone calls, harrlling 
incoming and outgoing mail, typing interoffice communications, typing 
letters and reports from longhand, typing multiple carbons, finding 
material, taking dictation in shorthand and transcribing, addressing 
envelopes, distributing interoffice communications, and doing office 
housekeeping .. 
The second ten activities arranged according to the daily-frequency 
rating weret typing reports, articles, and manuscripts from rough drafts; 
securing information needed for correspondence; making appointments and 
reservations; preparing masters for-liquid duplicators; keeping a follow-up 
and tickler file; composing letters at the typewriter; receiving callers; 
sorting and coding material; and securing and compiling information for 
reports ... 
As requested in Section VII of the check list, six respondents indicated 
that certain job activities consmned four or more hours daily. The activi-
ties and the weekly totals were t operating a switchboard, 40; typing 
equations, 35; typing reports, articles, and manuscripts, 35;· typing 
statements, 30; taking dictation in shorthand and transcribing, 25; typing 
interoffice memorandmns, 20. 
~·-: .. :-...-·~·, 
TABLE XI 
SIGNIFICANCE OF .ACTIVITIES ARRANGED .ACCORDING TO 
DAILY-FREQ'DENCY AATING 
Job Ac-tiv-ities 
Daily-
Freq_uency 
Rating** 
1.0 Handling incoming and outgoing telephone calls 94 
5.0 Handling incoming and ou-tgoing mail 85 
2.0 Typing interoffice commurrl,ca-tions 
. .1. 
3.5 Typing letters and reports .from longhand 
7 .o Typing multiple carbons 
83 
65 
64 
12 .5 Finding material 6~J 
6.0 Taking dictation in shorthand and transcribing 59 
18.,.0 ,Addressing envelopes 58 
8.0 Distriputing interoffice communications 57 
14.0 Doing office housekeeping 54 
9 .5 Filing material 52 
11.0 Typing reports, articles, and manuscripts 51 
from rough drafts 
9~5 Securing information needed .for correspondence 44 
12.5 Making appointments and reservations 43 
19.0 Preparing mast~rs .for liquid duplica-tors 41 
20.5 Keeping a .follow-up and tickler .file : 41 
* The rank is based upon the total .frequency given in Table VII. 
** The daiJ.y-.frequency rating is the sum o.f the major and regular 
activ-ities as given in Table X .. 
Table XI (Continued) 
Rank Job Activities 
3.5 Composing letters at the typewriter 
15..5 "Receiv:ing callers 
24.5 Sorting and coding rnate:z:-ial 
Daily-
Frequency 
Rat:ing 
38 
35 
29 
20.5 Securing and compil:ing information for reports 28 
27.0 Filling in forms and typing cards 22 
23.0 Collating material 
30 .o (!)perating liquid duplicator 
36.0 Preparing stencils 
4o.o Supervising and planning work for others 
22 .. 0 Typing tabulations and statistical work 
15.5 ··Labeling new folders 
24.5 Preparing packages for mailing 
20 
18 
17 
16 
15 
14 
:I.llJ 
33 .. 0 Transcribing from recording machines 13 
17 .,o Olrdering supplies and reJ?orting on repairs 11 
33.0 Typing mailing and othe~. lists 10 
36 0 0 Typing form letters 10 
31.0 Receiving and se~ding telegrams by telephone 9 
45.5 Figuring and checking i~voices and statements 8 
44.0 Operating petty cash fund 8 
41 .. 0 Keeping payroll records 7 
38.0 Operating ten-key adding machine 
52.0 Making charts and graphs 
7 
6 
55 
56 
Table XI (Continued) 
Daily-
Rank Job ,Activities Frequency 
Rating 
39.0 Cross referencing 6 
45.5 Operating telephone switchboard 5 
29.0 Taking dictation at typewriter 5. 
43 .. 0 Typing statements, bills, and invoices 4 
52.0 Making entries in general journal 4 
26.0 Taking dictation over telephone ll; 
58.5 Maintaining logging system for classified 4 
material 
58.5 Maintain:ing salary and labor expenditure 4 
budget 
28-.o Transferring files 4 
69.5 Writing and laying out company paper 2 
69 .. 5 Maintaining workdiary cards and overtime 2 
authorization sheets 
69.5 Processing personnel forms 2 
55..5 Keeping inventory records ~ 
55..5 Colt!Puting interest and discount 2 
61 .. 5 Posting entries 2 
69..5 Making entries in purchase journal 2 
69.5 Making entries in sales journal 2 
69.5 Making entries in cash journals 2 
85 .. 5 Keeping files supplied with literature 1 
e 85..5 Counseling 1 
Table XI (Continued) 
Rank Job .Activities 
61.5 Operating rotary calculator 
85 .. 5 Typing equations 
85.5 Processing orders 
85.5 Dictating letters 
33.0 Assisting in plans for social functions 
55.5 Preparing financial statements 
55.5 ffperating a checking account 
85 .. 5 Keeping a set of books for charitable 
foundation 
48 .. 0 operating mimeograph 
42.0 Taking inventory 
49 .. 5 Doing cashier work 
85 .. 5 Working in the company library 
Daily-
Frequency 
Hating 
1 
1 
1 
.1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
85 .. 5 Reordering missing prints and replaciqg them 1 
in the files 
57 
58 
In Table XII, the job activities are arranged according to daily-
frequency rating and major classification .. 
The first stenographic acti~ty was handling incoming and outgoing 
telephone calls, with a daily-frequency rating of 94.. The next four 
stenographic activities were~ taking dictation in shorthand and tran-
- -- - . ··- -·. ·- --.. - . ' -
scribing, with a daily-frequency rating of 59; securing information needed 
for correspondence, 44; making appointments and reservations, 43; com-
posing letters at the typewriter, 38; and receiving callers,_35. 
The first typing activity was typing interoffice communications, with 
a daily=frequency rating of 83. Typing letters and reports from longhand 
was next, with a daily-frequency rating of 65.,. The next three typing activi-
ties and their d&ily-frequency ratings were; typing multiple carbons, 64.;; 
addressing envelopes, 58; and typing reports, articles and manuscripts 
from rough ,dra£ts, 5lo 
The first five filing activities and their daily-frequency ratings 
weret finding material, 60;; filing material, 52; keeping a follow-up and 
tickler file, 41.;:: sorting and coding material, 29; and labeling new 
folders, 14. 
Iri the next two major classifications, bookkeeping and accounting 
' 
activities and office machines operated, operating a liquid duplicator with 
a daily-frequency rating of 18 was the orily activity in excess of teno 
The first five general office activities and their daily-frequency 
ratings we:t'~ 8: handling incoming and outgoing mail, 85; distributing J.nter-
office communications, 57; doing office housekeeping, 54; collating· 
material, ZO; and preparing packages for mailing, 14. 
TABLE XII 
SIGNIFICANCE OF ACTIVITIES .ARRANGED ACCORDING 
TO D/l.ILY-~UENCY RATING .AND MJ\..JQlR CLASSIFICATION 
Job Activities 
STENO)(}E,APHIC ,AQTIVITIES 
Daily-
Frequency 
lila tin~ 
l.O Handling incoming and outgoing telephone calls 94 
6 .o Taking dictation in shorthand and transcribing 59 
9.5 Securing information ne~ded for correspondence 44 
12.5 Making appointments and.reservations 43 
3.5 Composing letters at the. typewriter 38 
15.5 'Receiving callers 35 
20.5 Securing and compiling information for reports 28 
4o.o Supervising and planning wark for others 
33•0 Transcribing from recording machines 
16 
13 
17 .o Q)rdering supplies and reporting on repairs 11 
31.0 Beceiving and sending telegrams by telephone 9 
52 .o Making charts and graphs 6 
29 •. o Taking dictation at typewriter 5 
26.0 Taking dictation over telephone 4 
58.5 Maintaining logging system for classified 
material 
. 69 .5 Writing and laying out ogmpacy paper 
69.5 Processing personnel forms 
4 
2 
2 
59 
*The rank is·based upon the total frequency given in Table VII. 
**The daily-frequency rating is the sum of the major and regular 
activities as given in Table X~ 
Table nr (Continued) 
Rank Job Activities 
STENOGRJlPHIC .ACTIVITIES 
(continued) 
85.5 Processing orders 
85.5 Dictating letters 
33 .o .Assisting in plans for social functions 
TYPING ACTIVITIES 
2.0 Typi~g interoffice communications 
Daily_.. 
Frequency 
Rating 
1 
1 
1 
83 
3.5 Typing letters and reports.fro~ longhand 65 
7 .o 'ryp:i.~ multiple ea.:r'bons 64 
lB.o Addressing envelopes $8 
ll.O Typing reports, articles, ani manuscripts .51 
from rough drafts 
19.0 Preparing masters for liquid duplicators 41 
27 .o Filling in .forms and typing oards 22 
36.0 Preparing stencils 17 
22.0 Typing tabulations and statistical work 15 
33.0 Typing mailing and other lists 10 
36.0 Typing form letters 10 
43.0 Typing statements, bills, and invoices 
85.5 Typing equations 
4 
1 
60 
T"able XII (Continued) 
Rank Job .Activities 
FILING ,ACTIVITIES 
12.5 Finding material 
9.5 Filing material 
20.5 Keeping a .follow-up and tickler .file 
24~5 Sorting and coding material 
15~5 Labeling new .folders 
39.0 Gross referencing 
28,.0 Transferring .files 
85e5 Keeping .files supplied with literature 
85.5 Reordering missing prints and replacing 
them in .files 
BOOKKEEPING AND ,ACCOUNTING ACTIVITIES 
Daily-
Frequency 
Rating 
60 
52 
41 
29 
14 
6 
4 
1 
1 
45 ..5 Figuring and checking invoices and statements 8 
44.0 Operating petty cash .fund 
41.0 Keeping payroll records 
52.0 Making entries in general journal 
58.5 Maintaining salar.y and labor expenditure 
budget 
69.5 Maintaining workdi~ cards and overtime 
authorization sheets 
55.5 Keeping inventory records 
55.5 Computing interest and discount 
61.5 Posting entries 
8 
7 
4 
4 
2 
2 
2 
61 
62: 
e Table XII (Continued) 
Daily-
'Rank Job Activities Frequency 
:Rating 
:OOOKKEEPING AND ACCOUNTING ACTIVITIES 
Tcontinued) 
69.5 Making entries in purchase journal 2 
69.5 Making entries in sales journal 2 
69.5 Making entries in cash journals 2 
55 .. 5 Preparing financial statements 1 
55.5 Operating a checking account 1 
85.5 Keeping a set of books for charitable 1 
foundation. 
OFFICE MACHINES OPERATED 
30.,0 Operating liquid duplicator 18 
38 .. 0 · Operating ten-key adding machine 7 
45..5 Operating telephone switQhboard 5 
61 .. 5 Operating rotary calculator 1 
48.0 Operating m±meograph 1 
,1'"1 GENER.A.L OFFICE ACTIVITIES 
5 .. o Handling incoming and outgoing mail 85 
8.o Distributing interoffice communications 57 
14 .. 0 Doing office housekeeping 54 
23.,0 Collating material 20 
24 .. 5 Preparing packages for mailing 1.4 
e 
Table XII (Continued) 
Rank Job Activities 
GENER/l.L OFFICE .ACTIVITIES 
(continued) 
85 .. 5 Counseling 
42 .. 0 Taking inventor,v 
49.5 Doing cashier work 
85.5 Working in the company library 
Daily-
Frequency 
Rating 
5 
1 
1 
1 
63 
Table XIII shows the importance of' a basic knowledge of' terminology 
concerned with electronics in performing certain activities as indicated 
by the respondents. The activities are arranged according to rank. 
The headings of' the check list were= very important, important, slightly 
important, and not important. 
The respondents indicated that a basic knowledge of' terminology 
concerned with electronics was very important in performing certain 
job activities. The first five activities and the number of' respondents 
who considered the activities very important weret taking dictation 
in shorthand and transcribing, 42,; typing letters and reports from long-
hand, 26; typing reports, articles, and manuscripts from rough drafts, 24; 
taking dictation over the telephone, 20; and finding material, 19• 
The first five activities and the number of' the respondents who 
considered the activities important were~ typing interoffice communica-
tions, 37; typing letters and reports from longhand, 31; composing letters 
at the typewriter, 30; securing information needed for correspondence, 28$ 
and typing reports, articles, and manuscripts from rough drafts, 2..7. 
The first five activities and the number of' the respondents who 
considered the activities not important wereg filing material, 24; collat-
ing material, 22; handling incoming and outgoing mailJJ 19; finding material, 
17; and securing and compiling information for reports, 15o 
Rank 
2 .. (1] 
3.5 
3.5 
5.0 
6.0 
9 .. 5 
9e5 ; 
11 .. 0::''·· 
12 .. 5 
20.5 
23.,0 
24 .. 5 
26 .. 0 
27.,0 
29 .. 0 
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T,ABJE XIII . 
THE D'JPOO.TANCE OF ,A BASIC KNQWLEDGE OF TERMINOIDGY CONCERNED 
WITH EIECTIDNICS IN PERFORMING CERT!IN .AC'riVITIES .Alm.ANGED 
.ACCORDING T@ THE FREQUENCY OF PERFORMANCE 
r+~ ~ ~ k~ ~ ~ ro Job Activities t\JQ) ~ ·~-e .p.p .p~ ~g 00' a>O 0 bOG 8~ t>~ ~ fil! ! 
-·-
-
95 * 38 14 Typing intero££ice communications 17 12 
Typing letters and reports £rom 90 26 31 14 9 
longhand 
Composing letters at the typewriter 90 11 30 15 10 
······· 
Handling incoming and outgoing mail 87 7 22 1.5 19 
Taking dictation in shorthand and I 85 42 20 16 6 
transcribing 
i 
I I 15 28 is 
•, 
Securing information needed £or 81 8 
correspondence I 
i· 
24 Filing mi:iterial 81 11 21 20 
J 
' Typing reports> articles, and ' 80 
' 
24 27 18 11 
manuscripts £rom rough dra£ts I 
.. 
.. 
Finding material 79. 19 18 12 17 
Securing and compiling information 64 17 18 16 15 
£or reports 
" 
Collating material 57 3 4 9 22 
Sorting and coding material 56 8 10 ll 11 
Taking dictation over telephone i· 54 20 18 14 0 
' 
F:i.lling in £orms and typing cards 49 2 14 15. 12 
" 
Taking dictation at typewriter 
.: 43 ·I 
.. 
9 
. I ~ I 6 I 4 I 
* Jm example o£ the way this table would be interpreted is that 17 o£ the 
respondents considered a basic knowledge o£ electronic terminology very 
important in typing intero££ice communications,. 
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Table XIII(Continned) 
-" 
J>, tl ~ !>;.~ "§ 0 Rank Job ,Activities r-1~ ~~ ro r-.ro ro ro al ..p :E;~ ~~ ..pp, $-t . 0 cr' Q) 0 0 bOO 
8~ P>! ! ;qA. ~ tf.lr!=i 
j 
31.0 Receiving and sending telegrams 41 9 17 7 I 7 
by telephone 
33 .. 0 Transcribing from recording machines 39 14 17 5 3 
36 .. 0 Taking dictation of"":ininutes and 38 15 10 2 1 
transcribing 
39 .. 0 Cross referencing 31 6 4 8 11 
52.0 Operating teletype 6 3 1 1 1 I 
\ 
·In Table XIV, the selected job activities are a.ITanged acco!'ding 
to the i.mportance-.frequency rating~ The i.mportance-.frequency rating 
is the sum o.f the .followi.ngg very important, important, and slightly 
important. The .first .five activities arranged according to the i.mportance-
.frequency rating were t taking dictation in shorthand and transcribing;; 
typing letters and reports .from longhand; typing intero.f.fice communications; 
typing reports, articles, and manuscripts .from rough dra.fts; and securing 
information needed .for correspondence. 
The second .five activities arranged according to the importance-
frequency rating were:: composing letters at the typewriter, .filing 
materia;L, taking dictation over telephone, securing and compiling informa-
tion .for reports, and .finding mp.terial .. 
TABLE XIV 
THE SIGNIFIC,.ANCE OF IMFORI'ANCE OF TERMINO ID GY OJNCERNED WITH 
.ELmT:!liON IC,S ARRll.NGED ,ACCOOIDING T«» IMPORr.A.NCE-FHEQUENCY RATING 
Job .Activities 
6 .. 0 Taking dictation in shorthand and 
transcribing 
Importance-
Frequency 
Rating** 
78 
3.5 Typing letters and reports £rom longhand 71 
2 .,0 Typing interof£ice communications 69 
llQO Typing reports, articles, and manuscripts 69 
£rom rough drafts 
9 .. 5 Securing information needed £or 61 
correspondence · 
3.5 Composing letters at the typewriter 55 
9 .. 5 Filing material 52 
26.,0 Taking dictation over telephone 
20 o5 Securing and compiling information £or 
reports 
12.,5 Finding material 
5.0 H~ndling incoming and outgoing mail 
33.0 Transcribing £rom recording machines 
29 .. 0 Taking dictation at typewriter 
31.0 Receiving and sending telegrams by 
telephone 
52 
51 
49 
44 
36 
35 
33 
68 
*The Bank is based upon the total £requency given in Table VII. 
**The importance=frequency rating is the sum o£ the followi.ngg: 
ve:cy important.!) important, and slight]y important.. This 
information is given in Table XIII .. 
e. ~ble XIV (Continued) 
·. 
Rank Job Activities 
36.0 Taking dictation of minutes and 
transcribing 
27 .o Filling in forms ani typing cards 
24.5 Sorting and coding material 
39.0 Cross referencing 
23.0 Coding material 
52.0 @perating teletype 
Importance-
Frequency 
Rating 
32 
31 
29 
18 
16 
The first ten activities arranged according to the importance-
~r~quency rating were also among the first 20 most frequently performed 
act~ vi ties and had an importance-frequency rating from 49 to 7 8 • 
A summary of the findings and reco:mrn.endations will be found in 
Chapter V. 
CHAPrER V 
SDJ.I'JMARY ©F FINDINGS .AND RECOMMEND.A.TI©NS 
· SUmmary of the Findings 
The problem of the study was to determine the job activities per-
formed m~t frequently by the secretaries employed in the electronics 
industry in Massachusetts and to determine the importance of a basic 
knowledge of terminology concerned with electronics o 
~s lOO of the respondents returned the data sheets and check lists, 
the number of respondents answering a question or perfol:';llling an activity 
can be interpreted as a, percent. The findings based on the analysis of . 
information obtained from the data sheets and check lists are as follows~ 
l., The four most .t:'requently listed job titles were~ secretary, 
secretary-stenographer, executive secretary, ·and senio~ secretary. ]hese 
four titles comprised 88 of the ll titles listed by the respondents. 
2. Eighty-nine of the respondents obtained their present positions 
_. 
through the following five sources; personal application was used by 26 of : 
the respondents; newspaper, l9.;: school placement, l7; comme.rcial empl?Y-
rnent agency, l5J' and friend, l2.. The remaining ll respondents obtained 
their positions through one of the following sources t. state employment 
agency, relative, f~end, or othero 
t The number of years of employment and the number of respondents 
were as follows;; from l to 2 years, Jl; from 3 to 4 years, 29; und~r one 
year, 2l; from 5 to 9 years, l6; and over lO years, 3o 
4. Thirty~three of the respondents were employed in companies employ-
ing from lOO to l99 office workers, ll in companies employing from l to 49 
office workers, ll in companies employing from 5o to 99 office workers, 
8 in companies employing from 200 to 299 ~ffice workers, 5 in companies 
."--
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employing from 500 to 1,000 office workers, one in a company employing 
from 300 to 399 office workers. Twenty-one of_the respondents did not 
answer the question. 
5. Fifty-five of the respondents possessed either a business school 
diploma, an associate's.degree, or a bachelor's degree. Three of the 
respondents indicated that they had attended college, but did not finish. 
One of the respondents possessed a nursing diploma. The remaining 41 
- -
respondents possessed only high school diplomas. 
6. Ten of the respondents indicated that they had taken courses 
concerned with terminology used in the electronics industry. The 
courses taken were~ electronic terminologr, technical shorthand and 
transcription, general science, and physics. 
7. The first five job activities when arranged in order of frequency 
were as follows t handling incoming and outgoing telephone calls, typing 
interoffice communications, typing letters and reports from longhand, 
composing letters at the typewriter, and handling incoming and outgoing 
mail. 
B. af the stenographic activities, handling incoming and outgoing 
telephone calls was the most frequently performed activity, with a total 
frequency of 97; followed by composing letters at the typewriter, 90; 
taking dictation in shorthand and transcribing, 85; securing information 
needed for correspondence, 81; and making appointments and reservations, 
79. Although not in the same order, the five aforementioned activities 
were also the first five stenographic activities when arranged according 
to the daily-frequency rating. (The daily-frequency rating is the sum of 
the major and regular activities.) 
9. The typing activity performed most frequently was typing inter-
office communications, performed by 95 of the respondents. The typing 
I 
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activities next in frequency of performance were s: typing letters and 
reports from longhand, 90,; typing multiple carbons, 83; typing reports, 
articles, and manuscripts from rough drafts, 80~ and addressing envelopes1 
72. Although not in the same order, the five typing activities listed 
above also appeared in the first five activities when arranged according 
to the daily-frequency rating<> 
10<> The .five most frequently performed filing activities weres: 
filing material, with a total frequency of 81,; .finding material, 79; 
labeling new folders, 77; keeping a follow-up and tickler .file, 64; and 
sorting and coding material, 56o These activities also appeared in the 
first five filing activities when arranged ~ceording to the daily-frequency 
. rating, but the activities were not in the same ordere 
llo Of the 20 bookkeeping and accounting activities listed by the 
respondents, only four had a total frequency of performance in excess of 
five., They were as follows go keeping payroll records, with a total 
frequency of 17; figuring and checking invoices and statements, 11; oper-
ating petty cash .fund, 12; and making entries in general journal, 6 .. 
Although not in the same order, the four above mentioned activities 
appeared in the first .four bookkeeping and accounting activities when 
arranged according to the daily-frequency rating., 
12.. The two office machines most frequentlY operated were the liquid 
duplicator, which was used by 42 of tlie respondents, and the ten-key adding 
machine, which was used by 37 of the respondents.., The next two most fre-
quently used machines -were tl;le telephone switchboard with a total frequency 
of performance of 11_, and the full-keyboard adding machine, 10. The machine 
used daily- by more than 10 of the respondents was the liquid duplicator, 
with a daily-frequency rating of 18 .. 
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13., T..h~e- general office activity most frequently performed was 
handling incoming and outgoing mail 'With a total frequency of 87... The 
next four activities, "Which were per.f'ormed by more than 5.0 respondents, 
were t distributing interoffice communications, doing office housekeeping, 
collating material, and preparing pa~ages f.' or mailing., Although not ip. 
the same order, the activities also appeared in the first five general 
office activities when arranged according to the daily-frequency ratingo 
14.. The respondents indicated that a basic knowledge of terminology 
concerned with electronics was very important in performing certain activ-
iti ·e s. The .first .five activities were:: taking dictation in shorthand 
and transcribing; typing letters and reports .from longhand; typing reports, 
articles, and manuscripts .from rough .drafts; taking dictation over the 
telephone; and .finding material9 
1.5., The .first f'ive activities most frequently checked by the respond-
i 
ents according to the importance-frequency rating were:: taking dictation 
in shorthand and transcribing; typing letters and reports .from longhand; 
typing interoffice communications; typing reports, articles, and manuscripts 
.from rough drafts; and securing information needed .for correspondence., 
(The import~ce-frequency rating is the sum o.f very _important, important~ 
and slightly important.) 
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:Recommendations 
Eecommendations concerning curriculum. 
The .following recommendationsare based on information obtained in 
the studyo 
1. Handling incoming and outgoing telephone calls was the activity 
most frequently perfonned and also was the major activity most frequently 
performed~ The findings denote that the activity should be considered 
for inclusion in secretarial training programs o 
2.. When considering that taking dictation in shorthand and transcrip-
tion was pe"'!'.fonned by 85 of therespond.ents, this would imply that short-
hard and transcription would be a prerequisite to employment as a secre-
tary in the electronics industryo 
3. As seven typing activities were performed by more than 60 of the 
respondents, the findings would indicate that typing is a predominate 
activity and emphasi-s should be placed on these activities in typing courses. 
4.. More than 50 of the respondents performed .five different filing 
activities, thus revealing that an understanding of basic filing techniques 
should be considered a prerequisite for secretaries contemplating employ--
ment in the electronics indust:ry., 
5o Although two activities, operatihg the liquid duplicator and 
operating the ten-key adding machine, had total frequencies of performance 
of 42 and 37, respectively, the other office machine activities had low 
frequencies of perfonnanceo This would ~J.y that emphasis should be placed 
on the two aforementioned activities and that an acquaintanceship with 
the other office machines would be sufficient trainingo 
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6. In regard to the importance of a basic knowledge of terminologr 
concerned with electronics, the first ten activities arranged according 
to the importance-frequency rating are also located in the first 20 most 
frequent~ performed activities. The find~ngs would denote that a basic 
knowledge of terminology concerned with electronics is a desirable 
prerequisite for secretaries considering employment in the industry. 
Recomendations for further research., 
The following recommendations are based on information obtained 
in the study. 
l. As the highest frequency of performance of any bookkeeping and 
accounting activity was l7, this would indicate that ~ery few secretaries 
have bookkeeping and accounting activities to perform. /1 further study 
should be conducted to find out the nature of the activities performed. 
2. A further study should be conducted to determine the most fre-
quently used terminology concerned with electronics. The findings would 
aid business educators in determining which terms might be emphasized in 
a course in electronic terminology~ 
.APPENDIX 
Dear Secretary, 
Boston University 
School of Education 
332 Bay State Road 
Boston~ ·Massaahusetts 
March 18, 1959 
As you and your company kave contributed to the growth 
of the electronic .and scientific :r>esearch industry in this area, 
I should like to.request your .co-operation in fill~ng out the 
enclosed personal data sheet and.job-activity check list. The 
material is to be used in connection with research Which·~ am 
presently,·conducting at B0stod University under tfue direction 
of Professor Lester I. SlUder. 
In conducting the study, it is my desire to determine 
the duties w~ich you perform most frequently and also the 
importance of a basic knowledge of electronic anQ scientific 
terminology in the performance of your present duties. The 
information wilJ. enable business educators to become better 
acquainted ... with• the ,specific secret~rial training needs of the 
industry • .:. 
In order to meet specific deadlines in connection with 
this research it.fs import~nt that I have the enclosed material 
no later than April 30, 1959. A se~f-addressed envelope is 
enclosed for your convenience in replying .. 
Your consideration of this request will be· gratefu1ly 
appreciated,. 
Sincerely yoqrs, 
JDG 
Enclosures 3 
/ ·t 
A STUDY OF THE JOB ACTIVITIES PERFO~D AND TERMINOLOOY USED BY SECRETARIES 
EMPLOYED IN ELECTRONIC AND SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH COMPANIES IN NEW ENGLAND 
I. Name ---------------------------------------------------------------
II. Name of firm or business 
III. Your present job title -----------------------------------------------
IV6· Please indicate the source through w-hich you secured your position: 
l. Relative 
2. Friend 
3. Newspaper 
4. Personal application 
5. School placement office 
6. Commercial employment agency ---
7. State employment ageney --
8~ other 
--------------------------
V. How many years ·have you been employed by your present employer? 
VI. How. many .office. workers are employed in the company where you are 
presently working? ____________________________________________________ _ 
VII. Please check (../) all of the· diplomas and degrees which you have 
received: 
l. High school diploma 
2. Business school 
dipl(?ma_ 
3. Associate·:t:s degree 
4. Bachelor 1 s degree 
5. other 
--------------------------
VIII. If you have had a course in ~lectronic and. scientific terminology) 
please list below. 
--
JOB-ACTIVITIES CHECK LIST 
Ple£lse check (}) the approximate frequency of performance of the following duties which 
you perform on your present job. DO NOT CHECK ANY DUTY WHICH YOU DO NOT PERFORM. 
Approximate Frequency of Performance 
JOB ACTIVITIES More From From Less Once Monthly 
than l-2 ~-1 than or 
1 or 2 hrs. hrs. hr. 2 hr. twice 
daily daily daily da:Uy weekly less 
I. STENOGRAPHIC ACTIVITIES 
l. Taking dictation in shorthand 
f and transcribing 
2. Composing letters at the ~~writer 
3· Transcribing from recording 
machines 
4. Handling incoming and outgoing 
telephone ca+ls 
5· Receiving callers 
6. i,;aldng appointments and ·- .. 
reservations 
'"(. Ordering supplies and reporting on 
repairs 
' Assj_sting in plans for social 'J. 
ftm.ctions 
9· Supervising and planning work for 
others 
10. Taking dictation at:typewriter ., \\,\ 
Il. Taking dictation over telephone 
12. Taking dictation of minutes a.nd. 
transcribing .. 
13. Receiving and sending telegrams by 
telephone 
11~. Securing information needed for 
correspondence -· 
15. Seeuring and compiling info:riila.tion: I -- I 
for reports 
16. Other stenographic and secretarial -
activities not listed: .. 
--
-
JOB ACTIVITIES 
II~ TYPIJ,VG ACTIVITIES 
I 
17. Addressing envel9pes 
18. Typing letters and reports from 
longhand 
19. Typing reports, articles, and 
manuscripts from rough drafts 
20. Typing multiple carbons 
21. Preparing stencils 
22. Preparing masters f'or liqU$-d 
duplicato:rl's 
23'· Typing statements, bills, and 
invoices 
24. Typing tabulations and statistical 
work 
25. Typing interoffice communications 
26. Filling in forms and typing cards· 
27. Typing mailing and other lists 
28. Typing tom letters 
29. otl:!.er.typing duties not listed: 
. . . .. .. "' 
II. FILING ACTIVITIES 
30. Sorti:rig: arid coding material 
3i. Cross referencing 3t:. Filing material 
33. Finding material 
34. Keeping a follow-up and tickler 
file 
35'· Transferring files 
36. Labeling new folders 
37. other filing duties not listed: 
38. Please check the filing system or 
systems you use: · 
Alphabetic 
Geographic· 
Numeric 
Soundex 
Subject 
other 
-2-
~ - ~ 
Appro~te Frequency of' Pertorma.nce 
" 
More From From Less Once Monthl;y 
than l-2 t-r than or· or 2 b.rs .. hrs. hr. t hr. twice 
daily daily daily daily weekly less 
- -·· 
.. 
....... 
~-· 
-·· 
... 
·-··· ·~· .... 
I 
I ,, 
; 
. 
. ~
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Approximate Frequency of Performance 
JOB ACTIVITIES More From From Less Once Monthly 
than 1-2 l. . than 2-1 or or l 2 hrs. hrs. hr. 2 hr. twice 
daily daily daily . . da:t,.ly weekly less 
IV. BOOKKEEPING AND ACCOUNTING ACTIVITIES 
-
39. MA.ki n.c:r entries in 1.1 journal 
40. MAld n.c:r entries in purchase .iournaJ. 
41. MR.ki n.a- entries in sales journal 
42. MA.ld n.cr entries in cash journal_s 
43. Posting entries 
44. Oper in.cr petty cash fund 
45. Keeping JJ<:~..Y ..roll .r.:~::~.:oJ.·ds 
46. Keeping inventory records 
47. Computing interest and discount 
48. Preparing tria.l hAlA.ni"'P 
49. :I?~epariJ:lg fin,::,n,..iAl stA ;s 
. 
50. Operating a r>h.,.,..'k-imr accuuuv 
51. Figuri~ checking invoices and 
st: It:~_ 
52. Other booJ-'· -.s: ; 11g and accounting 
activities not listed: 
--
v. OFFICE MACHINES OPERATED 
53. Oper :n.a- ten-key ,::,ilnino- machine 
54. C..r;--~ · ne: full-keyboard adding ,, 
mAI"'hinP 
5:5. "'..t''"'" .... ·a:ting rotary cal'cu1~=~+.n,.. 
56. Operati no- key-driven calcula.tor 
57. "'J;''"'" ... i_n.Q' h,-.,n'k-'k-~eping m~=~.nhinA 
58. uper ;i n.o- hi 11 i n.c:r mAr> hi nP 
59. Operati n.c:r liquid duplicator 
6o. c ·n.c:r mi 'A'nh 
61. Operating mimPnscope 
62. c 'JI"".La.ting multilith 
63. VJivJ.a.ting checkwriter 
64. ()nerating ad.dressu?<,.L.;,p1J. 
65. C.J!t:L'l:I.Liing IBM hc;y -.J:)unch 
66. L '.ll""_._.ating telephone swi tr>hhn~rd 
67. L 'JI"".L a.vlng teletY1;~:: 
68. Other _()ffj_ce m,::,l"'hi n~s not listed. 
I 
·-:-~4-
" 
I 
ApproY...imate· FJ;e.queiicy of' Performance 
JOB ACTIVITIES More From From Less On9e Monthly 
than l-2 1 than 2-l or 
1 or 2 hrs. hrs. hr. 2 hr. twice 
daily daily daily daily weekly less 
VI . GENERAL OFFICE ACTIVITIES 
69. Handling incoming and. outgoing 
mail 
70. Prepaxing packages f'or zpailing_ 
'll· Distributing interof'f'ic~ •' 
communications 
72. Taking inven'trory ·• 
73• Doing cashier work 
74. Collating material 
75· Doing of'f'ice housekeeping 
76. other general of'f'ice activities not 
listed.: 
. _, 
VII. · I:t' you spend more than f'our hours daily on any activity, please inQ.icate this inf'o;r .. 
-mation on the chaxt below. List the num'\:)er of' hours you spen,d. ·eacb. &y and. the total 
·f'or the week. 
~Example: One individual spends six hours Monday and. WednesdaY, f'iling material. 
; 
-........................ _, - Weekly 
Activity Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs •. Fri. Total 
Filing material 6 6 
" 
12 
. 
·• 
.. 
·' .. 
·.· 
I . 
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~Please indica:te witha:check (./) the degree to ~hich you f'eel a basic knowledge of' 
. - eiectronic and scientif'ic terminology is im.portaht in perf'orming the following duties 
. · . · ·.:Qn your present job . DO NCY.L" CHECK .ANY DUTY WHICH YOU DO Nor PERFORM. 
-
' 
.. ; 
Degree of' Importance ~ 
r 
JOB ACTIVITIES \ l 
very Slightly Not f 
Important· Important Important Importan1· 
... 
. 
- ~ 
l. Taking dicLa;t;ion·±n .. Bhorthanfr: ancl- · L tl:'anscribing 
2. Composing letters at the typewriter ' 
3· Transcribing f'rom recording machines 
4. Taking dictation at typewriter . .. ,., . l 
5· Taking dictation over·telephone 
., 
6. Taking minutes of' meetings and"'· . ,., ~ ·-·-
transcribing 
7· Receiving and sending telegrams by 
telephone· ---.. .. 
8. Securing information needed for 
correspondence 
9· Securing and compiling information 
f'or reports 
lO. Typing letters and reports f'rom 
longhand 
ll. Typing reports J articles J ap.d. ·: · -· - -
manuscripts f'rom rough drafts 
l2. TY.Ping interoffice communications 
l3. Filling in f'orms and typing cards 
1,4. Sorting and coding material 
l5. Cross referencing I 
l6. Filing material 
l7 0 Finding material 
l8. OPerating tele~ype 
l9. Ha.nd.J.ing incoming and outgoing ma.il 
20_." ·collating material 
2l. other activities not listed: ' 
·' 
